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ABSTRACT 

 This dissertation examines a profit-maximizing project selection and scheduling 

problem.  Assume that a set of potentially profitable projects are available, yet limited 

available resources may not allow all of them to be pursued.  Profit profiles for projects 

are assumed to be non-increasing functions of project completion times, i.e. profit returns 

are sensitive to time-to-market.  Decision needs to be made on which sub-set of projects 

should be chosen and how resources should be allocated to these projects such that the 

total profit is maximized. 

 Formal mathematical models are formulated for various versions of the problem, 

including such ones incorporating a third team formation aspect.  Structure of the 

problem is examined and insights are gained regarding prioritization of project, 

specifically.  Although prioritization is sub-optimal in general, heuristic solution methods 

based on prioritization are pursued, since the scheduling sub-problem itself is NP-hard.   

 A decomposition heuristic framework is first proposed to obtain good solutions 

using minimum computational time.  Sets of test instances are generated using project 

network data from well-known source in the literature.  Computational runs reveal that 

three priority rules achieve significantly better profits than the benchmarking random 

priority rule. 

 Improving upon the prioritization based decomposition heuristic, an implicit 

enumeration is proposed.  This algorithm does not examine all priority sequences, yet 

guarantees an optimal priority sequence when the computation is completed.  Several 
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fathoming rules are proposed to cut back computational time effectively.  Comparison to 

the profits achieved by the best priority rule and the benchmarking random priority rule 

shows a significant improvement on profits, yet at a cost of reasonable added 

computation time. 

 Future research areas include identifying general conditions under which 

prioritization of projects would lead us to an optimal solution.  Developing better upper 

bounds for the implicit enumeration scheme is also of interest.  The team formation 

aspect has yet to be treated computationally.  It would also be of interest to consider how 

synergy deviation information may be fed back to the earlier stages of project selection 

and scheduling decision.  Trade-off between profit and team synergy may also be 

considered in the future. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines a project as “a planned undertaking”.  

Large projects date back several thousand years ago, such as the building of the pyramids 

in Egypt, the Maya temples in Central America, and the Great Wall in China.  More 

recent endeavors include the Manhattan Project (the US government’s research project 

that produced the first atomic bomb), the Human Genome Project (the US research 

project to analyze the DNA of human beings), and the International Space Station Project.  

In fact, comparing to the continuous, repetitive tasks that a company or an organization 

runs, a project is usually a set of tasks/jobs/activities that it sets out to execute with 

planned start and finish dates to achieve certain goals. 

Typical industrial projects include process improvement and re-engineering, new 

production introduction, software development and implementation, productivity 

improvement, and so forth.  Projects are very common nowadays.  For example, “more 

than $250 billion is spent in the United States each year on approximately 175,000 

information technology projects” (Bounds [9]).  In the mean time, management of 

projects is also very important.  Of the information technology projects mentioned above, 

those that are completed on time and within budget account for only 26 percent, 

according to the same source. 

In this dissertation, we look at a project planning and team formation problem.  We 

need to allocate limited resources to the selected projects and plan their execution.  We 
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also need to assign people, for example, design engineers, to project teams.  Our 

objective is to maximize overall profit. 

To visualize the problem, consider a large engineering design group.  The company 

produces and markets a large array of products.  The engineering manager is charged 

with product innovation and development to ensure a competitive mix of product 

offerings.  At any point in time, based on current product mix, technology and market 

demand, the manager has a large set of possible R&D projects to pursue.  These may 

involve updating existing products, developing new products, developing or acquiring 

new technologies, human resource development (training), and so forth.  With an eye 

towards limited resources and potential return, the manager must select a subset of 

projects to pursue.  For this subset of selected projects, the manager also needs to provide 

a detailed schedule and allocate resources to each project.  When putting people together, 

the manager also desires to consider compatible working styles and wishes to form 

synergistic project teams. 

The overall problem can be illustrated as in Figure 1-1.  In the figure, the design 

group has four possible projects (represented in an activity on node format).  Resource 

limitations and feasibility studies result in the selection of projects 1 and 3 to pursue.  A 

synergistic design team is then constructed for each.  The teams share one worker from 

class one.  Not specifically shown in the figure are the resource constrained task 

schedules that are implemented to execute the project tasks. 
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Figure 1-1: Project Selection, Scheduling and Team Activation Problem 
 

This chapter is organized as follows.  The first and second sections will discuss 

impact of time-to-market on project profit and topics on project selection, respectively.  

The second section talks about the resource constrained project scheduling problem, 

which is followed by an introduction to a synergistic team formation problem.  The last 

section concludes by recalling the problem statement and its related scope. 
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1.1 Impact of Time-to-Market on Profit 

The first aspect of our problem is about impact of time-to-market on profit.  In 

general, the time-to-market of an entrant and its place in the order-of-entry have a 

significant impact on its eventual market share.  Earlier entrants generally have 

significant and persisting advantage over followers on market share and thus profit.  The 

impact of time-to-market on resulting market share has received much attention from the 

marketing science literature.  A literature review will be given in the following chapter, 

yet a simple example will be introduced here to show our point.   

Figure 1-2 is an illustration adopted from THE INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

ROADMAP FOR SEMICONDUCTORS (ITRS) 2003 (Figure 2 in the original context).  The 

“Production” time, which is the zero point on the time axis, refers to the time when the 

first company brings a technology to production and a second company follows within 

three months.  The figure plots the production volume of the first two companies that 

enter the new product market.  From the figure, we can see that the production volumes 

of the two companies have only a small gap at time zero.  However, within 30 months 

after the production time, this difference between the first and the second company grows 

exponentially (note that both vertical axes follow a log scale).  At 30 months, the first 

company has a production volume more than 10 times that of the second, not to mention 

other followers. 

Although many companies, for a variety of reasons, may choose to introduce their 

products some time later than the earliest introductions, this example serves well as an 
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illustration of our point, time-to-market plays a significant, non-linear role in market 

share and profits. 

 

 

Figure 1-2: A Typical Production “Ramp” Curve 
 

1.2 Project/Portfolio Selection and Capital Budgeting 

The second aspect we considered relates to portfolio selection and capital 

budgeting.  The project selection or capital budgeting problem for an organization 

involves several aspects.  First, the strategic objective needs to be specified.  The second 

aspect involves identifying potential projects.  The third aspect is to investigate the 

resource requirements of the projects and also the availabilities in the organization.  The 
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fourth aspect is to choose a value measure for the projects and estimate/assign a value for 

each project.  The last and final aspect is then to select a set of projects to optimize the 

strategic objective.  

In this manuscript, we are concerned with maximizing the lump sum of project 

returns.  Correspondingly, we choose the return margin as the value measure for projects.  

We assume that the engineering manager has already identified a set of potential projects 

and that the resource requirements and availabilities are also known.  We further assume 

that a profit profile as a function of time is also available for each project. 

 

1.3 Resource Constrained Project Scheduling 

A major part of this research has to do with the Resource Constrained Project 

Scheduling Problem (RCPSP).  A classical project scheduling problem consists of a set of 

activities (tasks, or jobs1) that need to be completed to finish the project.  These jobs 

generally have known duration and need to obey certain precedence relations.  The 

problem is to find a set of feasible schedules (start times or finish times) for the jobs that 

minimizes the project completion time. 

There is a resource aspect to the project scheduling problem.  That is, the jobs 

usually consume or occupy resources while being executed.  The simple project 

scheduling problem, which assumes unlimited resources, can be easily solved by the 

Critical Path Method (CPM) or the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT).  

                                                 
1 In the entire body of this dissertation, we use task, job and activity interchangeably. 
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CPM is a deterministic model.  PERT accepts the fact that activity durations are random.  

The simple project scheduling problem becomes the basic Resource-Constrained Project 

Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) when imposed by limited renewable resources, i.e. 

resources that are available in a limited amount during every period in which the project 

needs to be scheduled.  It has been shown that the RCPSP is NP-hard in the strong sense 

(Demeulemeester and Herroelen [29]). 

To illustrate the simple project scheduling problem and the RCPSP, here is an 

example.  Assume that we have an Activity-On-Node (AON) project network as follows: 
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Figure 1-3: Example Project Network 
 

Each node in the network represents a job.  Jobs 1 and 9 are the dummy start and 

end job.  The number on top of each job denotes the duration it takes to execute a job.  

Each arrow represents a precedence relation pair mandating that the succeeding job can 

only start when the previous job has been completed.  For instance, job 4 takes 5 time 

units to complete.  It can not start until both jobs 2 and 5 are completed.  The simple 
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project scheduling problem is to find a set of schedule for all jobs that completes the 

project with smallest amount of time. 

A CPM analysis first performs a forward pass starting from job 1 ending at job 9, 

where the early start time for a job is set to be the latest early finish time among its 

immediate predecessor jobs.  Early finish time of a job is computed by adding its duration 

to the early start time.  A backward pass is then performed, starting from node 9 and 

stopping at node 1.  The late finish time of a job is computed to be the earliest late start 

time among its immediate successor jobs.  Late start time of a job is computed by 

subtracting its duration from the late finish time.  At the end of the analysis, the critical 

path (or the longest path) is identified by connecting those jobs for which the late start 

time is equal to its early start time.  (In Section 3.1.2 we will modify this simple 

definition for special case of multiple overlapping critical paths.)  There may exist 

multiple critical paths for a project network but ties can be broken arbitrarily.  The 

Critical Path Length (CPL) is then the sum of the duration for jobs on one critical path. 

For our example network in Figure 1-3, the critical path is marked with broken 

lines and the CPL is equal to 18, which represents the minimum makespan for the project.  

A feasible solution to the project scheduling problem is (an early start schedule in this 

case, i.e. all jobs are scheduled to start as soon as possible): 

 

Job number:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Start time:  0 0 0 4 0 10 4 8 18 

Finish time:  0 2 8 9 4 18 10 17 18 
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Now let us consider the resource consumption and availability.  In Figure 1-3, the 

number beneath each node stands for its resource consumption and the availability is 7 

units for every time period.  The objective for RCPSP is same as before, to find a feasible 

schedule that minimizes the time it takes to complete the project.   

It is easy to see that job 2, 5, and 3 requires 9 resource units when executed in 

parallel.  With only 7 resource units available, one or more activities will need to be 

delayed in order to have a feasible schedule, which may or may not result in elongating 

the project makespan.  In this example, the answer is yes, the shortest makespan is now 

longer than the CPL.  Here is an early start optimal schedule to the RCPSP with an 

optimal makespan equal to 21 time units: 

 

Job number:   1 3 5 7 2 4 8 6 9 

Start time:  0 0 0 4 4 8 10 13 21 

Finish time:  0 8 4 10 6 13 19 21 21 

 

The solution is shown in Figure 1-4. 
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Figure 1-4: An Optimal Schedule to Example Project Network 
 

1.4 Synergistic Team Formation 

The last facet of our study concerns formation of synergistic teams.  Jobs 

frequently require teams of workers, typically with heterogeneous skills.  The workers on 

the team must communicate to accomplish the job.  More than one model concerning 

effective team interaction can be found in the literature.  The next chapter (literature 

review chapter) will give discussion on several models, but we would discuss only the 

one we use here. 

Several authors have proposed models to explain team synergy – what behavior 

and productivity results when you put individuals together to form a team.  On such mode 

is described in Kolbe [61].  Through extensive empirical experience with reinforcement 

from independent testing, a model of effective team synergy has been developed based on 

a combination of the instinctual behaviors of the team members.  Each individual is seen 

as a combination of 1) Fact Finder, 2) Follow Thru (Patterner), 3) Quick Start, and 4) 
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Implementor.  The terms are somewhat self explanatory.  When presented with a 

challenge do you 1) immediately start collecting and synthesizing data, 2) draw up a plan 

for how to solve the problem, 3) brainstorm a solution and go with it, or 4) start 

constructing a physical model to manipulate?  Our tendency to initiate, accommodate or 

resist each of these instinctive behaviors defines our profile.  Using a scale of 0-10 with 

10 indicating a strong affinity for the behavior and a pair of zoning threshold (3.5, 6.5), 

we can produce a normalized profile for each individual.  

For example, an individual modeled as in Figure 1-5 represents someone who is 

regarded as a Patterner as well as a Fact Finder.  She is reluctant to quickly brainstorm a 

solution and immediately go with it.  She often accepts the idea of constructing a physical 

model, though herself is not a strong initiator in this aspect.  
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Figure 1-5: Kolbe Individual Profile 
  

Note that all these behaviors are important for success.  But taken to extreme, any 

one of the four can lead to never ending the search process, never doing anything, 

ignoring other options, or never synthesizing and applying results respectively.  The key 

is not to become too dominant or deficient in any level of any of the four behaviors.  To 

operationalize this finding and the set of individual data for team formation, we use the 
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Kolbe Corporation finding that (http://www.kolbe.com) synergistic teams show a total of 

25%±5% of initiate behavior, 50% ± 10% of accommodate behavior and 25% ± 5% of 

resist behavior.  This ensures activities will be undertaken, mass exists to allow effective 

communication between different perspectives, and no approach dominates to the 

detriment of the other actions.   

Given a candidate team of individuals and their profiles, we can measure the team 

synergy as in Figure 1-6.  For each behavioral mode (i.e. the columns of Fact Finder, 

Follow Thru, etc.), we first tally the percentage of people in the team that fall into the 

three zones (i.e. the rows of Prevent, Respond/Accommodate, and Initiate).  The 

percentages for each column should sum up to unity.  The second step is to average 

through the columns (behavioral modes) for each row (zone).  The Kolbe Corporation’s 

finding is that a synergistic team should show a 25-50-25 balance for these three zones.  

In addition to averaging the percentages across the four behavioral modes, effective 

teams would ideally possess a 25-50-25 balance in each column as well.  
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Figure 1-6: Kolbe Team Index 
 

Our goal then is to find the set of individuals that produce the proper matrix mix of 

instinctual behaviors. 

 

1.5 Problem Statement and Scope 

In summary, our problem consists of the three phases.  We consider a portfolio of 

projects, whose returns are sensitive to the completion times.  With limited renewable 
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resources, we need to schedule the execution of all activities of selected projects.  With 

regard of human resources, we consider the problem of effective team interaction using 

Kolbe synergy measure.  Our overall objective is to maximize profit while maintaining 

good team synergy. 

In Chapter 2, we will provide a literature survey for all three aspects mentioned 

above.  A formal problem description and exploration of problem structure will follow in 

Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 presents a multi-stage decomposition heuristic framework for the 

problem and provides detailed algorithms for each stage.  Chapter 5 documents 

computational experiments that have been done to evaluate the algorithms and also 

provides some insights from the solutions.  Chapter 6 presents an implicit enumeration 

algorithm based on project priority sequences, which further improve the maximum profit 

we can achieved.  Lastly, Chapter 7 wrapped up with conclusions and areas for future 

research. 
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

We will discuss relevant literature in the following three areas: impact of time-to-

market, resourced constrained project scheduling, and team formation. 

 

2.1 Impact of Time-to-Market on Profit 

In today’s high-tech industries, the speed and rate at which companies can 

introduce products into the market are critical for sustaining competitive advantage and 

market share.  A McKinsey & Company study indicated that a high tech product reaching 

the market six months late will reduce its profit by one third over the next five years 

(Musselwhile [69]).  A conservative calculation in Clark et al. ([14]) shows that for a car 

selling for $10,000 each day of delay in product introduction will cost the automaker over 

$1 million in lost profits. 

Researchers have indicated the early market entry advantages.  For example, 

Robinson and Fornell [73] and Urban et al. [89] observed that early entrants will have a 

long-term benefit of higher market share than later competitors in consumer goods.  

Robinson and Fornell [73] also found that pioneering entrants, though charging customers 

at the same price, tended to have higher product quality and broader product lines than 

later counterparts.  Robinson [72] observed similar findings in industrial goods.  The 

above results are conditioned on that the pioneer entrants do not fail and that the later 

entrants provide similar products. 
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Urban et al. [89] conducted an empirical study about effect of order-of-entry of a 

brand on its market-share.  They consider relative market share of a competing entrant to 

the pioneer entrant as the dependent variable, which is modeled as a log linear function of 

four independent variables: order of entry, advertising, time between entries, and 

positioning effectiveness.  All factors but time between entries are shown to be 

significant via a regression analysis on a sample of 82 brands across 24 categories of 

consumer frequent products, such as cat food, deodorant soap, steak sauce and so forth.  

They further confirmed their findings by predictions on 47 other brands in 12 categories.   

Their major findings include the positive effects of advertising and positioning 

effectiveness, and the negative effect of order-of-entry.  As a special case, assuming that 

all products are equally competitive, all later entrants advertise at the same level as the 

pioneer, and there is one year or less between each entry, the paper predicts a decreasing 

trend in market shares for subsequent entrants. Table 2-1 is extracted from Table 4 in its 

original context and it predicts the stabilized market shares of subsequent entrants relative 

to the first entrant.  A long-term advantage brought by early entry is shown clearly by this 

example. 

 
Table 2-1: Order of Entry Penalty 

Entry Order 
Share Relative to 
Pioneering Brand 

First 1.0 

Second 0.71 

Third 0.58 

Fourth 0.51 

Fifth 0.45 

Sixth 0.41 
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Various other research concerning time-to-market has also been done.  For example, 

Datar et al. [16] studied the impact of new product development (NPD) strategies on 

time-to-market and Cohen et al. [15] & Calantone et al. [13] examined the trade-off 

between product performance and time-to-market.  Datar et al. found that a concentrated 

development strategy is desirable if time-to-prototype is important to a company’s goal 

and that a distributed development strategy is preferred if time-to-volume-production is 

vital.  Cohen et al. [15] introduced a multi-stage NPD process model which captures the 

performance v.s. time-to-market trade-off.  Based on the model, they gave prescriptions 

regarding optimal effort allocation to development stages and also indicated how optimal 

time-to-market and product performance vary with various external factors.  Calantone et 

al. developed a NPD process model comprising of a design stage, a process stage, and an 

overlapping interaction stage.  Their found that overlapping stages reduces time-to-

market, while the marginal reduction effect decreases as the overlap becomes longer.  

They also gave other recommendations regarding balancing of NPD time versus product 

performance. 

 

2.2 Resource Constrained Project Scheduling 

Early classification and survey on RCPSP can be found in Herroelen [50] and 

Davis [17].  RCPSP is a NP-hard combinatory problem.  A proof can be found in 

Demeulemeester and Herroelen [29].  RCPSP has strong relations to other essential types 

of combinatorial problems such as assembly line balancing and job shop scheduling 
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problems (cf. Davis [17]).  One major difference between them is that each activity in 

project scheduling is “one-of-a-kind” while those in the other two problems are generally 

repetitive.  The project scheduling objective usually relates to the completion of one item 

while assembly line balancing and job shop scheduling involve multiple items and long 

term results. 

 

2.2.1 Research in the First Period 

RCPSP research can be roughly partitioned into two temporal periods.  The first 

period is from late 1960’s to early 1990’s and the second one includes the last ten-plus 

years.  During the first period, most research focused on the classical RCPSP.  

Exact/analytical/optimal procedures of enumeration type and heuristics of single-pass 

priority-rule type dominated the research area.  Several types of integer programming 

formulations have been proposed by different researchers (cf. [50; 17]).  Implicit 

enumeration algorithms working well with a single resource type were first proposed ([4; 

76; 5; 77]).  Exact procedures of branch-and-bound type capable of handling multiple 

resource types were then introduced.  State-of-the-art approaches include Davis and 

Heidorn [18], Talbot and Patterson [85], and Stinson et al. [84].  Patterson [71] did a 

comparison and gave insights on strength of each algorithm.   

By the end of the first period, Demeulemeester and Herroelen (D&H) [25] 

developed an optimal procedure that is probably by far the fastest for solving classical 

RCPSP.  The D&H procedure is a depth-first search branch-and-bound algorithm that 
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explores the solution space by branching at time instances that encounter resource 

conflicts.  Each branch represents a choice to delay a set of activities in order to resolve 

the current conflict.  Key features of the algorithm includes use of Minimum Delaying 

Alternative concept in branching, use of Critical Sequence Lower Bound in selection of 

delay alternative, use of the Left-Shift Dominance Rule and a Cut-set Dominance Rule on 

fathoming branches, and two theorems regarding optimal continuation of some partial 

schedules.  The features, especially the two dominance rules, significantly reduce the 

computation time (both mean and variance) and make it on average 11.6 times faster than 

the competitor then (Stinson et al. [84]).   

During the first period, priority rule based scheduling heuristics were categorized 

into two major frameworks: “serial” scheduling versus “parallel” scheduling.  In a serial 

approach, activity priority is determined before scheduling (cf.[55]).  In a parallel 

approach, however, activity priority is determined on-the-fly (during scheduling).  Many 

priority rules have been proposed, tested and compared.  Minimum Job Slack (MINSLK), 

minimum Late Start Time (LST), Resource Scheduling Method (RSM), and minimum 

Late Finish Time (LFT) rules are found to produce better schedules than others generally 

(cf. Davis and Patterson [19]).  The average percent increases above optimal duration 

range from 5.6 to 16.0 and the standard deviations range from 5.1 to 9.5 for a test set of 

eighty-three problems, with each instance consisting of twenty to twenty-seven activities 

under up to three resource types.  They did not report specific computation times, which 

should be miniature since they employed a single pass scheduling framework to apply the 

priority rules. 
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2.2.2 Research in the Second Period 

During the second period, the research on RCPSP has continuously received 

much attention and progress has been made at an increasing speed.  The research 

described above focuses on the classical RCPSP, i.e. minimizing makespan of a project 

network with finish-start precedence relations, fixed activity durations, and constant 

resource availability.  During the last ten years, significant research efforts have been 

devoted to extensions of the classical RCPSP.  One major extension that has received 

great attention is consideration of multiple activity execution modes ([33; 64; 82; 20; 45; 

81; 23; 24; 80; 35; 43; 47; 54; 2; 8; 11; 48]).  In this case, alternatives exist for how 

resources will be applied over time to complete the activity.  Thus duration and resource 

requirements vary with choice of execution mode.  The other major extension is the 

nonregular objective of maximizing net present value of the project ([52; 22; 70; 88; 91]).  

In this case, returns of projects are realized at completion of milestones, e.g. specific 

activities, and discounted to start time of the project as the net present value to be 

maximized.   

Problems extending the finish-start precedence relation to generalized precedence 

have also been studied ([28; 21; 22; 23; 32]), some including activity ready times and due 

dates.  Generalized precedence relations (GPR) specify the minimal/maximal time lag 

from start (finish) of one activity to start (finish) of another activity.  For example, the 

ready time of an activity can be modeled by specifying a minimal time lag from the start 
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time of the dummy start activity to the start time of the target activity.  On the other hand, 

the due date for a task can be represented by a maximal time lag between the start time of 

dummy start task and the finish time of the task.  The traditional precedence relation in 

PERT/CPM analysis is a special case of GPR, which is a Finish-Start relation with zero 

time lag. 

Problems where activities are assumed to be preemptive were examined in [18; 77; 

27].  It is usually assumed that activities can be preempted only at integer time instants, 

and thus the preemptive nature of the problem can be modeled by splitting an activity i of 

duration di into di subtasks.  Simpson et al. and Demeulemeester et al. [78; 28] dealt with 

variable resource availability.  Problems with variable activity intensity was considered in 

papers such as [67].  Böttcher et al. [7] looked at partially renewable resources to 

accommodate timetabling and shift scheduling.  Timetabling refers to tasks such as 

scheduling teachers to teach various subjects in different classes.  The key feature in 

timetabling and shift scheduling problems is that resources are not available at all periods 

in the planning horizon, which is noted as partially renewable resources.  Problems with 

other objectives, such as resource leveling ([70]), maximizing quality ([53]), and 

minimizing weighted earliness/tardiness costs ([90]) have also been considered. 

In terms of solution procedure, optimization by branch-and-bound remained 

important ([27; 52; 28; 12; 21; 22; 81; 7; 24; 32; 58; 80; 35; 90; 48]).  New priority rules 

have also been proposed (Kolisch [62]).  The research on heuristics is no longer limited 

to single-pass priority rule procedures.  Considerable effort has been devoted to more 

complicated methods such as multi-pass priority rule methods, sampling methods, and 
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meta-heuristic methods ([64; 20; 42; 23; 56; 59; 74; 1; 37; 43; 47; 54; 75; 86; 88; 44; 2; 8; 

87]).  New techniques such as constraint programming have also been proposed ([31; 

32]).  Hartmann and Kolisch [46] did an experimental comparison of state-of-the-art 

priority rule based heuristics and meta-heuristics and concluded that meta-heuristics are 

most successful in their study and that an activity list representation, where a solution is 

represented by a precedence-feasible list of all activities, performed best. 

 

2.2.3 Some Perspectives 

Looking at the entire last four decades of research on RCPSP, some perspectives 

are worthy to be mentioned here.  The first point is about lower bound developments.  

Lower bounds are very important for acceleration of solution procedures, especially for 

branch-and-bound.  Well-known ones include the Critical Sequence Lower Bound 

(CSLB) proposed by [84], which is obtained by taking both precedence and resource 

constraints into consideration.  Recently, a new and tighter type of lower bound 

(destructive lower bounds) obtained by setting a maximal makespan limit then proving 

infeasibility was proposed by a few researchers ([57; 10; 11]).  Nevertheless, more 

techniques than the two mentioned here have been proposed. 

The second point is on dominance rules.  Dominance rules also play an essential 

role in reducing the solution space from explicit evaluation.  Examples of these include 

the left-shift dominance rule proved by Schrage [76], network cuts introduced by Talbot 

and Patterson [85], and the cutset dominance rule proposed by Demeulemeester and 
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Herroelen [25].  Demeulemeester and Herroelen [29] also introduced a new dominance 

rule that is a generalization of theorems 1 and 2 in [25].  For example, the left-shift 

dominance rule prunes the branches where we chose to delay a certain activity in an 

earlier stage but now find that it can be left-shifted (i.e. shifted to start earlier in time) in 

the current stage.  The cutset rule prunes search paths whose finished jobs and jobs in 

progress constitute a no-better variation (in terms of completion times) of a same set of 

jobs during pervious exploration of a different path.   

The third point is about branching/enumeration schemes.  The first approach, the 

precedence tree branching scheme, is based on the observation that any early-start 

schedule (and thus also any optimal early-start schedule) can be obtained by listing all 

activities in a sequence that no precedence relation is violated.  This approach was 

originated by Patterson et al. (1989) and was further improved by Sprecher (1994).  The 

second approach, proposed by Stinson et al. [84], seeks combinations of activities (so 

called extension alternatives) that are both precedence and resource feasible at each time 

instant and schedules them until a complete schedule is obtained.  By implicitly 

enumerating all extension alternatives, the procedure guarantees to find an optimal 

solution to the RCPSP problem.   

The third scheme, proposed by Demeulemeester and Herroelen [25], enumerates 

the (non-dominated) minimal delaying alternatives, which are sets of jobs delayed of 

which would resolve a resource conflict at current time instant and that none of these sets 

contains the other as a subset.  The concept of minimal delay alternative was later 
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extended to minimal mode alternative and applied successfully in RCPSP with multi-

execution-mode activities ([82; 22]).   

The fourth scheme, introduced by Igelmund and Radermacher (1983a,b), 

examines the notion of forbidden sets, which are sets of jobs that can be concurrently 

scheduled without violating precedence relations but are infeasible due to resource 

constraints.  Similar to the minimal delaying alternative concept, only minimal forbidden 

sets (one is not the subset of another) are considered.  The approach implicitly 

enumerates all possible ways to “break” all minimal forbidden sets by adding extra 

precedence relations.  In addition to the four schemes mentioned above, there are three 

more approaches discussed in Demeulemeester and Herroelen [29]: schedule schemes, 

float splitting, and binding precedence relations. 

 

2.2.4 Other Theoretical Work and Instance Generation 

Some important theoretical work other than devising solution strategies has been 

done.  Sprecher et al [83] gave a formal definition of semi-active, active, and non-delay 

schedules for the RCPSP.  In [63], Kolisch revisited the theory of serial and parallel 

scheduling methods in RCPSP and gave theoretical results on the class of schedules 

generated by each method.   

On test instances, Patterson [71] assembled 110 multi-resource test problems, the 

sizes of which vary from 7 to 50 activities with the number of resource types varying 

from 1 to 3.  The Patterson set of 110 problems was the standard test set before Kolisch et 
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al. [66] developed a project generator program (called ProGen) which is capable of 

generating project networks for experimental design.  They also extended this generator 

with respect to some generalizations of the RCPSP including partially renewable 

resources (Drexl et al.[34]).  Herroelen et al. [51] conclude that the 110 Patterson 

problems no longer serve as the standard and that parameterized test set is important.  

Kolisch and Sprecher [65] present a set of benchmark instances and make available a 

public web site for exchange of new results.  These test instances generated by ProGen 

have become the standard test problems used by many researchers.  Lastly, a different 

instance generator (named RanGen) which uses additional network topology and resource 

related parameters to control hardness of problems generated is developed by 

Demeulemeester et al. [26; 30]. 

 

2.3 Synergistic Team Formation 

Increased pressure on professionals to perform their tasks with fewer employees, at 

faster speed, with more quality, and with better customer responsiveness creates the need 

for team-work ([79]).  Self-managing teams are often viewed as the goal of team-work 

development programs ([68; 79]).  Research on effective team interaction has been done, 

such as those in [40] and [92].  A variety of tools for measuring effective team interaction 

are available.  The first one is the Belbin Team-role and Self-perception inventory 

concepts ([6]).  Team-role, according to Dr. Belbin, defines the ways in which members 
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with certain personalities and capabilities contribute to a team.  Self-perception Inventory, 

on the other hand, is a question-answer means to help one assess his/her best team-role.   

Furnham et al. [39] examined the psychometric properties of this Belbin test but 

suggested that the test does not yield reliable, internally consistent scores that are related 

in the way the theory suggests.  The second one is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

(MBTI) ([41]).  MBTI measure a person’s preferences using four scales: (1) 

extraversion/introversion, (2) sensate/intuitive, (3) thinking/feeling, and (4) 

judging/perceiving. Combinations of the two poles over the four scales result in sixteen 

personality types and a personality profile has been developed for each type.  MBTI 

exhibits good reliability and validity yet is short of evidence on how well such indices of 

profile actually perform with respect to expected profile.   

Herrmann [49] proposed the Herrmann Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI).  The 

HBDI theory bases itself on Paul McLean’s Triune Brain theory, Roger Sperry's Left 

Brain/Right Brain theory, and the concept of human dominance.  Herrmann’s Whole 

Brain Model considers four distinct thinking styles of human, which is metaphorically the 

combination of limbic brain/neocortex and left brain/right brain.  The HBDI is a tool to 

assess the modes of thinking for an individual, a team, or an organization. 

The one Kolbe Concept ([60; 61]) measurement which is used in this research has 

demonstrated reliability, validity, and effectiveness in quantifying the conative traits of 

individuals and is a useful tool in the construction of teams.  The Kolbe system 

differentiates the inherent part of human mind into three parts, Cognitive, Affective, and 

Conation (Kolbe [60]).  The Kolbe Concept breaks down the striving instincts of people 
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to probe, pattern, innovate, and demonstrate which leads to four sets of individual 

behaviors (or Action Modes): Fact Finder, Follow Through, Quick Start, and 

Implementor.  Within each action mode, Kolbe identified three zones for KCI scores that 

indicate whether a person initiates, responds, or prevents this pattern of action.  An 

organization’s greatest competitive advantage then lies in building employee teams that 

have a synergistic mix, or a productive balance, of striving instincts.  Fitzpatrick and 

Askin [36] have developed mathematical models to guide the formation of collaborating 

work teams based on the Kolbe Concept. 
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3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND STRUCTURE 

In this chapter, we will provide a formal description of the problem.  Aiming at 

devising efficient solution algorithms, we will also explore the structure of the solution 

space and provide some insights. 

 

3.1 Model Description 

In simple language, we look at a project selection, scheduling and resource 

allocation problem.  We have a portfolio of projects to select from a set of available 

projects.  We need to allocate limited resources to selected projects and plan the 

execution of the projects.  We also need to put people, for example, design engineers, 

into project teams.  Our objective is to maximize overall profit subject to satisfactory 

team structures. 

To be specific, we assume each project has a return profile as a non-increasing 

function of project completion time, P(i, t), which is the net present expected value of the 

profit realized by project i if it completes in period t.  A simple case would be to set P(i, t) 

as a linear function of t.  More realistic profit function would rely on projected profit data 

probably from the marketing department of a company.  In any case, such a set of profit 

functions for candidate projects is pre-computed and is assumed to be known coefficients.  

Discounted cash flow information may also be incorporated in this step. 

For each project, we also know the set of tasks that needs to be completed, the 

time/resource requirement for those tasks, and the precedence requirements among them.  
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We need such information to plan the execution of the tasks and allocate resources to 

them. 

Beyond the specifics of candidate projects, we assume that we know the amount of 

resource units that are available in every planning period, although future change in 

resource availability is allowed by resolving the problem continuously.  For human 

resource units, conative profiles in terms of KCI scores are also assumed to be available 

to us.  Such information enables us to be intelligent when we are putting people together 

to work on project teams. 

In this section, we build three models incrementally.  The first model integrates the 

project selection decision with fixed intensity task schedule planning to maximize total 

profit.  The second model aims at the flexible intensity version.  The third model adds the 

team formation variables and constraints to incorporate that aspect.  We will then discuss 

some extension to the models in the end. 

 

3.1.1 Time Notation 

Before we develop the mathematical models, it is helpful to unify the time 

notation that we used.  This notation is used throughout the entire dissertation, unless 

notified otherwise. 

We refer “time x” to a point/instance in time and “period t” to an interval in time 

of unit length.  We also define period t as the time interval between time t-1 and t, i.e. [t-1, 

t].  For example, period 1 is the time elapsed from time point 0 to time point 1, i.e. [0, 1].  
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A job i, whose duration is 2, to be started at time 2 will consume resources in period 3 

and 4.  Figure 3-1 shows this example. 

 

Figure 3-1: Time Notation 
 

This notation matters.  For example, we refer to time points rather than time 

periods when we talk about the start time or the finish time of a job.  When we are 

discussing resource consumption by a job, we refer to its consumption in time period(s). 

 

3.1.2 The Critical Path Method and Viterbi Algorithm 

A classic method for time-based project scheduling is the Critical Path Method 

(CPM).  It is a simple but effective way to schedule a project’s execution when resource 

constraints are absent.  It remains important for resource-constrained scheduling in that it 

provides methods for computing some timing bounds given a project completion time 

upper bound.  By timing bounds, we refer to the Early Start time (ES), Early Finish time 

(EF), Late Start time (LS) and Late Finish time (LF) for each task of the project. 
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The CPM method is well documented in many sources.  If fact, you should find it 

in any textbook on project scheduling topics.  We already discussed the basic concept in 

Chapter 1 (Section 1.3 to be exact).  In this section, we will show a modified version of 

the algorithm, which is capable of identifying multiple critical paths. 

In the project management literature, the well known Critical Path Method (CPM) 

is simple and powerful.  Yet, there is one aspect that has not been treated in most 

textbooks.  Most textbooks assume that there exists only one single critical path, or one 

longest path.  Hence, after the forward and backward passes, they conclude that you can 

identify a critical path by simply finding a chain of critical activities (whose early start 

times are equal to their late start times) that leads from the dummy start activity to the 

dummy end activity.  However, this is generally not true when multiple critical paths (ties) 

exist in a project network.  Here is an example: 
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Figure 3-2: Counter Example 

 
For the project network (Activity-On-Node, AON) in Figure 3-2, all jobs have 

their early start times (ES) equal to their late start times (LS) and thus are critical.  

However, path 1-2-4-6, which is a chain of critical jobs leading from dummy start to 

dummy end, is not a critical path.  The length of this path is only 4, shorter than the 

critical path length, 6.  This phenomenon was identified in our experimental 

computations.  Due to the nature of our algorithms and the bounds used, it is essential to 

appropriately identify the critical paths. 

To reliably compute the critical path(s), we can borrow the idea from the Viterbi 

Algorithm (e.g. Wilson [93]) used in communication decoding and do the following: 

 

Modified CPM: 
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Step 1. Create a copy of the precedence arcs before proceeding to the forward pass. 

Step 2. Modify the forward pass of the CPM as follows: 

Modified Forward Pass:  

Initialization: ES1 = EF1 = 0; 

for j:=2 to n do 

 begin 

  : max{ | }
j i j

ES EF i P= ∈  

  :
j j j

EF ES d= +  

  and , trim away the arc ( , ) in the copy of precedence arcs
j i j

i P EF ES i j∀ ∈ <  

 end; 

Step 3. When we go through the backward pass, any path leading backwards from the 

dummy end to the dummy start in the trimmed copy of precedence network is a 

critical/longest path for the project. 

(End of Algorithm) 

 

 Below is an example for the algorithm: 

Example: 

For the project network in Figure 3-2, after the revised forward pass, we should 

have the following copy of precedence arcs (trimmed arcs are marked by broken arrows). 
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Figure 3-3: Trimmed Copy of the Precedence Arcs 

 

Then, at the same time we are doing the backward pass, we can easily identify the 

longest paths (a total of two in this example) as below (only remaining arcs of Figure 3-3 

are shown).  Note that all three paths can be identified simultaneously through only one 

backward pass. 

 

 
Figure 3-4: Critical Path 1 
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Figure 3-5: Critical Path 2 

 
With a small modification to the forward pass and to the backward pass of the 

original CPM, we are able to enhance it with capability of identifying all critical paths at 

the same time as we compute the start/finish times.  No additional pass/traverse through 

the network is necessary other than the original two passes.  Only some additional storage 

to keep a copy of the precedence arcs is required.  The overall computation complexity of 

the algorithm does not change after the enhancement. 

 

3.1.3 Project Selection and Fixed Intensity Task Scheduling 

We first present a project selection and task scheduling problem with fixed task 

intensity.  Later, we will go to more complex models with variable task intensity and 

models integrating the team formation aspect.  We first declare the decision variables and 

technological coefficients used in this formulation. 

 

Decision Variable: 

� Yi = 1 if project i is selected, 0 otherwise 

� Cijt = 1, if job j of project i completes at time t; and 0 otherwise 
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Technological Coefficients and Parameters: 

� N: number of candidate projects 

� K: number of resource types 

� Ji = final task for project i  

� T = time upper bound for projects’ completion 

� EFij = early finish time for task ij  

� LFij = late finish time for task ij, given the time upper bound T 

� P(i,t) = expected profit or discounted present worth of expected profit if project i 

completes in period t 

� dij = duration of activity ij at normal activity level 

� S(ij) = set of immediate successor tasks for ij 

� rijk = resource k requirement for activity ij at normal level 

� Rkt = resource k available in t 

 

Formulation: 

 

Max   
1

 ( , )
iJi

i

iJi

LFN

iJ t

i t EF

C P i t
= =

⋅∑ ∑        (3.1.1) 

s.t.  

                        1,2,..., ; 2,...,
ij

ij

LF

ijt i i

t EF

C Y i N j J
=

= ∀ = =∑     (3.1.2) 

0 ( )                  1,2,..., ; ( 1)
ih

ih

LF

ih iht

t EF

t d C i N ih S i
=

≤ − ⋅ ∀ = ∈∑     (3.1.3) 
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( )                  1,2,..., ; 2,..., 1; ( )
ij ih

ij ih

LF LF

ijt ih iht i

t EF t EF

t C t d C i N j J ih S ij
= =

⋅ ≤ − ⋅ ∀ = = − ∈∑ ∑  (3.1.4)
 

min{ 1, }1

1 2 max{ , }

                       1, 2,..., ; 1,2,...,
ij iji

ij

t d LFJN

ijk ijq kt

i j q t EF

r C R k K t T

+ −−

= = =

≤ ∀ = =∑∑ ∑   (3.1.5) 

{0,1}                                    1,2,..., ; 2,..., ; ,...,
ijt i ij ij

C i N j J t EF LF∈ ∀ = = =   (3.1.6) 

 
The objective, (3.1.1), seeks to maximize total profits from completing selected 

projects.  Constraints (3.1.2) ensure that all jobs of a selected project are completed.  It 

also enforces that none of the tasks of an unselected project is executed.  Constraints 

(3.1.3) and (3.1.4) take care of the precedence relations, including inter-subproject 

relations (gh represents job h of project g).  Specifically, (3.1.3) is a special treatment of 

dummy start job’s direct successors, in light of the fact that Cijt is not defined for the 

dummy start job.   Cijt is not defined for the dummy start job for the sake of 

implementation convenience.  Constraints (3.1.5) enforce the resource limits are not 

violated for each resource type and at any time period.  Constraints (3.1.6) declare the 

decision variables. 

Also, it is usually easier for implementation to assume that the dummy end job 

has duration of 1 time unit, rather than zero.  The objective function should be adjusted 

by one time unit in accord. 

In terms of computational complexity, we believe the problem should be NP-hard, 

although a rigorous proof is required to make this statement.  A sub-problem, the fixed 

intensity task scheduling problem, is proven to be NP-hard (Demeulemeester and 

Herroelen [29]).  This sub-problem is also a special case of our project selection and 
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fixed intensity task scheduling problem, when the number of candidate project is only 

one. 

In terms of number of decision variables and constraints, we have roughly 

N N J T+ ⋅ ⋅  variables, all of which are binary variables.  The number of constraints is 

roughly 2
N J N J K T⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ .  We say roughly since we have employed the Early Finish 

(EF) and Late Finish (LF) times to reduce the number of decision variables. 

 

3.1.4 Project Selection and Variable Intensity Task Scheduling 

In this section, we consider the resource-constrained project selection and task 

scheduling model with variable task intensity.  In the next section, we shall then expand 

the formulation to incorporate the team formation aspect.   

Askin [3] first discussed integrated project selection and variable intensity task 

scheduling.  We assume each project task has a normal activity level but the required 

activity duration can be changed by varying the amount of resource applied.  We first 

declare the decision variables and parameters.  For sake of completeness, repeated 

declaration (in regard to previous sections) of decision variables and parameters is 

intentionally not avoided. 

 

Decision Variables: 

� Yi = 1 if project i is selected, 0 otherwise 

� Xijt = intensity level of project i, activity j, in period t, 0 ≤ Xijt ≤ Xijt
max 
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� Sijt = 1 if activity ij is ready to be started by t, 0 otherwise 

� Cijt = 1 if activity ij completes in period t, 0 otherwise 

 

Technological Coefficients and Parameters: 

� N: number of candidate projects 

� Ji = final task for project i  

� P(i,t) = Expected profit or discounted present worth of expected profit if project i 

completes in period t 

� dij = duration of activity ij at normal activity level 

� B(ij) = set of immediate predecessor tasks for ij 

� rijk = resource k requirement for activity ij at normal level 

� Rkt = resource k available in t 

 

Formulation: 

 Maximize Profit = 
1

( , )
i

T

iJ t

i t

C P i t
=

⋅∑∑  (3.1.7) 

s. t. 

 
1

                
T

ijt i

t

C Y ij
=

= ∀∑  (3.1.8) 

          
ijt ij i

t

X d Y ij= ⋅ ∀∑  (3.1.9) 
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' '

1 ' ' ( , )

( )      
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ijt i j

i j B i j

S B ij C ijtτ

τ

−

= ∈

⋅ ≤ ∀∑ ∑  (3.1.10) 

   ,
T T

ij ij ij

t t

X d C ij tτ τ

τ τ= =

≤ ⋅ ∀∑ ∑  (3.1.11) 
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1

        ,
t

ijt ij ijtX d S ij t
τ =

≤ ⋅ ∀∑  (3.1.12) 

        ,ijk ijt kt

ij

r X R k t⋅ ≤ ∀∑  (3.1.13) 

 max0 ijt ijtX X≤ ≤ ;   { },  ,  0,1ijt ijt iS C Y ∈  (3.1.14) 

 

The objective function (3.1.7) attempts to maximize the expected profit realized 

from the completion of selected projects.  Projects not pursued will not have a completion 

time within the T period horizon and thus will not contribute profit.  Constraint (3.1.8) 

ensures that each task belonging to a selected project is completed.  Constraint (3.1.9) 

ensures that total intensity of effort for tasks in selected projects is sufficient to complete 

the task.   

Constraint (3.1.10), (3.1.11), and (3.1.12) work together to enforce precedence 

relations.  We use three sets of variable (Sijt, Cijt, Xijt) and the above three sets of 

constraints to model precedence relations.  Xijt represents the variable task intensity of 

task ij in period t.  Sijt and Cijt control the two ends of an interval where execution of task 

ij occurs.  Constraint (3.1.10) enforces that the “allow-to-start” signal for task ij, Sijt, is 

not on until all immediate predecessors have shown their completion “flags” before t.  

Constraint (3.1.11) and (3.1.12) basically encapsulate a task’s execution to occur within 

the time interval specified by Sijt and Cijt. 

The use of these variables and constraints offers us much modeling flexibility.  

This allows the intensity of a task to vary from period to period.  It also implies that the 

actual time elapsed from the beginning to the end of a task ij may vary from the nominal 

value, dij, which also means that tasks are allowed to be preemptive. 
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Constraint (3.1.13) is the resource limit constraint that prevents using more 

resource than is available in any period for each resource class.  Lastly, constraint (3.1.14) 

enforces the limits on task effort and the binary nature of indicator variables. 

It is worth mentioning a few among the features of this formulation.  First, we 

allow activity intensity to be fractional and variable between planning periods (but 

constant within one period) to model task time crashing by assigning extra resources.  

Comparing to this, most current and past literature consider the so called multi-mode 

execution, where each job is given several fixed modes with different duration/resource 

consumption configurations.  Second, we allow the resource availability to vary from one 

period to another (again, constant within a period) to model alternate assignments, 

planned capacity expansion, retirement, and so forth.  Third, task/activity is allow to be 

preemptive (i.e., tasks need not be executed continuously) due to use of (Xijt, Sijt, Cijt) 

variables. 

Other features include the facts that inter-project precedence relations are allowed 

in this model and that impact of time-to-market and discounted cash flow can be captured 

through the profit function P(i,t).   

The number of decision variables is roughly 3N N J T+ ⋅ ⋅ , where N J T⋅ ⋅  

variables are continuous non-negative variables and the remaining variables are all binary.  

The number of constraints is roughly 2 3N J N J T K T⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ .    
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3.1.5 Project Selection, VI Task Scheduling and Team Activation 

In this section, we modify the formulation from the previous section to include 

team compatibility.  For simplicity, we assume constant resource availability and 

simplify Rkt to Rk for now.  Let Hk be the set of workers belonging to human resource 

class k (nonhuman resource classes continue to be modeled as above).  We declare the 

following decision variables and parameters in addition to the previous ones: 

 

Decision Variables: 

Bpit = proportion of individual p’s time assigned to project i at time t.  Note that 

we have 1
k

k k

p H

H R
∈

= =∑ . 

 

Additional Coefficients:  

apmn = 1 if worker p exhibits instinctual behavior of type n (1 = Prevent, 2 = 

Accommodate, 3 = Initiate) for action mode m (1 = fact finder, 2 = Patterner, 3 = 

Quick Start, 4 = Implementer); and 0 otherwise. 

For human resource types, we replace the corresponding resource constraints (3.1.13) by 

(3.1.23) and add a set of synergy constraints, (3.1.24).  We then have the following 

PSTSTAP model. 

 

Formulation: 
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 Maximize Profit = 
1

( , )
i

T

iJ t

i t

C P i t
=

⋅∑∑  (3.1.15) 

s. t. 
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ijt i
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C Y ij
=

= ∀∑  (3.1.16) 

          
ijt ij i
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X d Y ij= ⋅ ∀∑  (3.1.17) 

 1.2      
pit i
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B Y P T i≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∀∑∑  (3.1.18)  
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        ,
t

ijt ij ijtX d S ij t
τ =

≤ ⋅ ∀∑  (3.1.21) 

        , inanimate resource
ijk ijt kt

ij

r X R t k⋅ ≤ ∀ ∀ ∈∑  (3.1.22) 

          ,  ,  human resource
k

ijk ijt pit

j p H

r X B i t k
∈

⋅ ≤ ∀ ∈∑ ∑  (3.1.23) 

 min max4 4    1,2,3; ,
n pit pit pmn n pit

p m p p

N B B a N B n i t⋅ ⋅ ≤ ⋅ ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ∀ =∑ ∑∑ ∑  (3.1.24) 

 max    1, 2,3,4; 1, 2,3; ,
pit pmn mn pit

p p

B a I B m n i t⋅ ≤ ⋅ ∀ = =∑ ∑  (3.1.25) 

 min

2 2    1, 2,3, 4; 2; ,
pit pm m pit

p p

B a I B m n i t⋅ ≥ ⋅ ∀ = =∑ ∑  (3.1.26) 

 max0 ijt ijtX X≤ ≤ ;   { },  ,  0,1ijt ijt iS C Y ∈  (3.1.27) 

 1.2               ,
pit

i

B p t≤ ∀∑  (3.1.28) 

*Boldfaced: new constraints 

Comparing to the PSTSP formulation described in the previous section, the 

PSTSTAP model has the same objective function and four more sets of constraints.  
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These additional constraints are (3.1.18), (3.1.23), (3.1.24), and (3.1.28), respectively.  

Constraint (3.1.18) uses a constant “big-M”, which is equal to 1.2·P·T, to make sure that 

no manpower is assigned to an unselected project.  Constraint (3.1.23) is replacement of 

(3.1.13) specifically for human resource types.  Constraint (3.1.28) puts a limit on the 

total hours that a human resource unit can work in one period.  As shown, the model 

allows 20% overtime for this case. 

There are three sets of constraints that specifically deal with team formation 

aspect.  Constraint (3.1.24) mandates that the zone-average synergy of each project team i 

for each zone n must fall within the allowable range in every time period t.  The (Nn
min, 

Nn
max) pair represent limits on proportion of behaviors of a given mode (ideally 0.2-0.3 

for initiate and prevent, i.e. n = 1 and 3, and 0.4-0.6 for accommodate, i.e. n = 2).  In 

addition to the synergy constraints, constraint (3.1.25) limits the inertia of each (zone, 

action mode) combination to not exceed its maximum level, max

mn
I .  We assume the team 

size 
pit

p

B∑  (team size) is sufficiently large such that feasible solutions can be found 

when the conative concerns are important.  The last constraint, (3.1.26), avoids 

polarization by imposing a lower limit specifically for the response zone (n = 2) of all 

action mode, min

2m
I .  In summary, these three sets of constraints enforce a good team 

construction according to the Kolbe system theory as described previously.  The specific 

coefficients, (Nn
min, Nn

max), max

mn
I  and min

2m
I , can take the values specified in the following 

tables. 

Table 3-1: Recommended Values for (Nn
min, Nn

max) 
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(Nn
min, Nn

max) Min Max Ideal 

n = 1, prevent 0.2 0.3 0.25 

n = 2, response 0.4 0.6 0.50 

n = 3, initiate 0.2 0.3 0.25 

 

Table 3-2: Recommended Values for max

mn
I  

max

mn
I  m = 1 

Fact Finder 
m = 2 
Patterner 

m = 3 
Quick Start 

m = 4 
Implementor 

n = 1, prevent 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

n = 2, response 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

n = 3, initiate 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

 

Table 3-3: Recommended Values for min

2m
I  

min

2m
I  m = 1 

Fact Finder 
m = 2 
Patterner 

m = 3 
Quick Start 

m = 4 
Implementor 

n = 1, prevent − − − − 

n = 2, response 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

n = 3, initiate − − − − 

 
The number of variables is roughly 3N N J T P N T+ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ , which is P N T⋅ ⋅  

more variables than the previous formulation.  The number of constraints is now 

2 3 19N J N J T K T N N T K N T P T⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ , which is by adding an additional 

19N N T K N T P T+ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅  constraints to the previous formulation. 

In addition to the above purely profit-maximizing formulation, we can also 

include synergy-deviation-minimizing into the objective and have a goal programming 

version of the model.  Specifically, we would modify the objective function (3.1.15), 

synergy constraint (3.1.24), inertial constraint (3.1.25) and polarization avoiding 

constraint (3.1.26) as follows: 

 

 Maximize 1 2

1 , , , 2, ,

( , ) ( )
i

T

iJ t nit nit mnit

i t n i t m n i t

C P i t d d dλ λ+ − +

= =

⋅ − + −∑∑ ∑ ∑          (3.1.29)

 s. t. 
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4    1, 2,3; ,ideal

pit pmn nit nit n pit

m p p

B a d d N B n i t
+ −⋅ − + = ⋅ ⋅ ∀ =∑∑ ∑          (3.1.30)

   1, 2,3,4; 1, 2,3; ,ideal

pit pmn mnit mnit mn pit

p p

B a d d I B m n i t
+ −⋅ − + ≤ ⋅ ∀ = =∑ ∑  (3.1.31)

min( )    1, 2,3,4; 2; ,ideal

mnit mn mn pit

p

d I I B m n i t
− ≥ − ⋅ ∀ = =∑     (3.1.32) 

 

The values for ideal

mn
I  is specified to as follows: 

 

Table 3-4: Suggested Values for ideal

mn
I  

ideal

mn
I  m = 1 

Fact Finder 
m = 2 
Patterner 

m = 3 
Quick Start 

m = 4 
Implementor 

n = 1, prevent 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

n = 2, response 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

n = 3, initiate 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

3.1.6 Problem Extensions 

Several extensions to the model described in the previous section merit 

consideration.  In practice, we may be able to vary task effort intensity on a continuous 

basis.  As formulated, PSSP fixes activity levels within a period.  It is assumed that 

resources either schedule their own activity within a period subject to the period totals, or 

a lower level short-term scheduling procedure is used.  Otherwise, a fine granularity is 

required for defining periods.   

We may want to fix effort at a constant level throughout a task’s duration.  If 

other activities require specifically varying levels of attention from resource classes 

during their execution, we can split those tasks in the above formulation into subtasks.  

Currently, all resources within a class are considered equally skilled/productive.  Both 

costs and productivities could be allowed to vary by specific resource unit.   
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A major extension would be to allow task durations to be stochastic.  This would 

affect both the resource requirements and profit.  We assume that the planning problem is 

resolved frequently, thus expected profit forms a reasonable criterion.  Nevertheless, the 

asymmetries affected by task completion delays are not represented in the current model. 

 

3.2 Problem Structure 

Specifically for the problem formalized in Section 3.1.3, the project selection and 

fixed intensity task scheduling problem, we explore the solution structure and gain some 

insights on project prioritization.  Two versions of the problem are investigated: one with 

non-preemptive tasks and one with preemptive tasks. 

 

3.2.1 Prioritization of Projects, Fixed Intensity, Non-preemptive 

As supported by computational results presented later, we found that prioritizing 

projects properly simplifies computation and is frequently preferable when we are 

allocating resources to maximize profit.  However, we also found that giving full priority 

to a single project at a time will not always lead to an optimal solution, given that tasks 

are not preemptive.  We show this result in this section. 

 

Statement: When no tasks are preemptive and task intensity is fixed, giving full usage 

priority of resource to one project at a time will not always lead to an optimal solution.   
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Proof by a counter example: 

 Figure 3-6 shows two projects.  Both projects have two tasks.  The number above 

each task is the (fixed) duration it takes to execute the task.  The number below 

represents the number of resource units required (per time unit) to execute the task.  The 

arrows stand for precedence relations.  For example, task A2 should not be started unless 

A1 is completed.  The small circles represent the dummy start/end tasks. 

 
Figure 3-6: Project Networks 

 
We further assume that the profit profiles as functions of project completion time 

are both linearly decreasing: 

 Project A profit = 16 · [1 - (tA - 8) · rA] 

 Project B profit = 15 · [1 - (tB - 7) · 10%] 

Note that tA (tB) represents the completion time of project A (B) and rA is the rate 

of profit decrease per time period delay for project A.  The rate of profit decrease for 

project B is fixed for 10%.  Lastly, we assume there are 6 resource units available at any 

time period. 
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To compute the maximal profit we can achieve, we enumerate all possible 

schedules and found the following set of three schedules (Figure 3-7).  This set of 

schedules possesses the following property: for any value of rA > 0, at least one of the 

schedules in the set will be optimal.  This follows since decreasing profit implies an 

optimal schedule can be found with no free slack.  Thus the 4! possible left-shifted task 

sequences along with the possibilities of 1 or 0 projects defines the set of possible 

optimal schedules.  Hence, to derive the optimal profit, we only need to compute the 

maximum of these three. 
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Figure 3-7: A Set of Potential Optimal Schedules 

 
To illustrate the validity of this set of schedules, here is an example.  Schedule (iii’) 

in Figure 3-8 will always be dominated by schedule (iii), no matter what value of rA is 

assumed. 
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Figure 3-8: A Dominated Schedule 

 
In the mean time, we notice that schedule (i) results from giving full priority to 

project A.  Schedule (iii) is derived from giving full priority to project B.  Schedule (ii), 

however, gives neither project complete priority. 

Computing the total profit realized by each schedule, we have the following result: 

 Profit of schedule (i) = 19 + 32 · rA 

 Profit of schedule (ii) = 23.5 

 Profit of schedule (iii) = 28 - 64 · rA 

Plotting the profit function against rA give us Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: Profit Functions for the Example 

 
The optimal profit, which is the upper envelope of the three linear functions, is then: 

28 64 , 7.03%

optimal profit = 23.5,        7.03% 14.06%

19 32 , 14.06%

A A

A

A A

r r

r

r r

− ⋅ ≤


< ≤
 + ⋅ >

 

When rA ≤ 7.03%, schedule (iii) – giving full priority to project B, is the champion 

schedule.  When rA > 14.06%, schedule (i) – giving full priority to project A, achieves the 

maximum profit.  When 7.03% ≤ rA ≤ 14.06%, however, it is not optimal to give full 

priority to any project.  Example completes. 

 

3.2.2 Prioritization of Projects, Fixed Intensity, Preemptive 

We have shown that under the non-preemptive task assumption, it is not optimal 

in general to prioritize projects.  If it is so, we would have been able to reduce the 

problem into a much simpler one.  In this section, we first hypothesize that prioritizing 
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projects is optimal when tasks are preemptive.  We show an example stemming from the 

one above to show the motivation.  We then prove the hypothesis for a special case.  

Lastly and unfortunately, we find another counter example, which illustrates that the 

statement is not true for the general case. 

3.2.2.1 Hypothesis, Fixed Intensity, Preemptive Tasks 

We postulate that under fixed intensity and preemptive task assumption, it is 

optimal to give full priority to one project at a time, given that we found an appropriate 

priority sequence.  Here is an example that leads to our hypothesis.  We assume that we 

have the same project networks as the example in the previous section: 

 
Figure 3-10: Project Networks 

 
We also assume the same profit functions: 

 Project A profit = 16 · [1 - (tA - 8) · rA] 

 Project B profit = 15 · [1 - (tB - 7) · 10%] 

As before, we assume there are 6 resource units available at any time period.  When we 

enumerate all possible schedules, the set of possible optimal schedules is similar as 

before, except that schedule (i) is now replaced by schedule (iv) (Figure 3-11). 
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Figure 3-11: Set of Potential Optimal Schedules, Preemptive Case 

 
If we compute the profit realized by these three schedules, as functions of rA, we have the 

following: 

 Profit of schedule (iv) = 23.5 + 32 · rA 

 Profit of schedule (ii) = 23.5 
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 Profit of schedule (iii) = 28 - 64 · rA 

Plotting the profit functions against rA, we have Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12: Profit Functions, Preemptive Case 

 
The optimal profit function is then: 

28 64 , 4.69%
optimal profit = 

23.5 32 , 4.69%

A A

A A

r r

r r

− ⋅ ≤


+ ⋅ >
 

As we can see, schedule (ii), will never be the optimal schedule in this case.  For any 

valid value of rA (>0), it would be optimal either to prioritize project A, as in (iv), or to 

prioritize project B, as in (iii).  The key change in this example as opposed to the previous 

one is accredited to the preemptive task assumption.  This example leads to our 

hypothesis above. 
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3.2.2.2 Proof for a Special Case, FI, Preemptive, Non-Parallel Execution 

In this section, we prove that it is optimal to give full priority to one project at a 

time, given that we found an appropriate priority sequence.  This result holds true under 

preemptive task assumption and an additional assumption that each project is executed 

non-parallel with any other project.  Formally speaking, a set of projects are executed 

non-parallel to each other if at most one project is active in any time period t.  A project 

is active if and only if one or more of its non-dummy tasks is active (i.e. receiving 

resources). 

 

Theorem 1: When projects are executed non-parallel to each other and tasks are 

preemptive, there exists an optimal serial schedule. 

 

 A serial schedule is a schedule where all projects are non-parallel to each other 

and that no interlacing exists among any pair of projects.  That is, for any pair of projects 

(i, h) in a serial schedule, either condition 1 or 2 below must hold: 

 1) Cij ≤ Shq for all task j = 1,…, Ji and q = 1,…, Jh. 

Or: 2) Sij ≥ Chq for all task j = 1,…, Ji and q = 1,…, Jh. 

, where Cij and Sij represents the completion and start times of task ij. 

Before we prove this theorem, we will show a lemma with its proof.  But first, we 

need to make a few definitions.  A complete schedule is a set of resource-feasible 

start/finish times for the tasks of all selected projects.  Let’s take a look at a pair of 
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projects in a complete schedule, namely project x and project y.  There are four possible 

types of interactions between these two projects: 

 1) If we remove project x, at least one task of project y will be able to start earlier; 

 2) Even if we remove project x, none of project y’s tasks can be started earlier; 

 3) If we remove project y, at least one task of project x will be able to start earlier; 

 4) Even if we remove project y, none of project x’s tasks can be started earlier; 

If condition 1) and 3) holds, then we say neither project x is prioritized over y, nor is 

project y prioritized over x.  If condition 1) and 4) holds, then we say project x is 

prioritized over y.  If condition 2) and 3) holds, we say project y is prioritized over x.  

And lastly, if condition 2) and 4) holds, we say project x and y are independent to each 

other with regard to resources.  To summarize, we have Table 3-5. 

 

Table 3-5: Interactions between a Pair of Projects 

Conditions Phenomenon Denotation 

1) and 3) remove x, y start earlier; remove y, x start earlier non-prioritized 

1) and 4) remove x, y start earlier; remove y, x start NO earlier (x over y) 

2) and 3) remove y, x start earlier; remove x, y start NO earlier (y over x) 

2) and 4) remove x, y start NO earlier; remove y, x start NO earlier independent 

 
A prioritized schedule is a complete schedule for all selected projects which 

satisfies the following property: for any pair of projects (x, y) in the schedule, either a 

prioritized relation exists, or x and y are independent of each other.  That is, the case 

when both condition 1) and 3) hold (as in Table 3-5) is not true for any pair of projects in 

the schedule. 

A non-prioritized schedule is then a complete schedule where condition 1) and 3) 

are both true for at least one pair of projects in the schedule. 
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Lemma: Assume that projects are executed non-parallel to each other.  Given any non-

prioritized schedule, we can always find a prioritized schedule that is at least as good 

with respect to profit. 

 

Proof: (by construction) 

Step 1.  

Assume that (x, y) is a pair of projects in the non-prioritized schedule such that condition 

1) and 3) hold.  We can do the following adjustment to the schedule.  Before we execute 

the adjustment, let’s define a concept named execution segment.  As shown in Figure 

3-13, an execution segment of a project (of project X in the figure) is a continuous time 

segment where only tasks of the target project are active during that time interval (recall 

our assumption that each project is executed non-parallel with any other project).  The 

resources are occupied by other projects before and after that interval. 

 

 
Figure 3-13: Illustration of an Execution Segment 

 

A) If project y completes later than project x in the current schedule, do the following: 
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Start from the last execution segment of project x, named LESx, and seek to time 

zero for execution segments of project y.  For the first execution segment of project y that 

we found, named ESy, swap ESy with the chunk of execution segments between end of 

ESy and the end of LESx, named ESy-x (including LESx, as in Figure 3-14).  Notice that this 

move is valid since it does not violate any precedence constraints or resource constraints.  

Notice also that the completion time of project y does not change, yet the completion time 

of project x is moved earlier.  For other projects in the schedule, their completion time is 

either moved earlier along with project x, or not affected.   

 

 
Figure 3-14: Swapping Execution Segments 
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Continue seeking towards time zero from LESx for more execution segments of 

project y.  Repeat the above “swap” until no more execution segment of project y can be 

found before LESx.  It is obvious that project x is now prioritized over project y.  It is also 

true that the resulting schedule has a higher total profit than the original schedule. 

 

B) If project x completes later than project y in the current schedule, do the following: 

Execute similar steps in A) except by treating project x as y and project y as x. 

 

Step 2. 

For the new schedule after the swaps made in step 1, find the next pair of projects 

such that both condition 1) and 3) hold.  Keep repeating step 1 if we can find one such 

pair.  Otherwise, we stop with a feasible prioritized schedule that has a higher total profit 

than the original non-prioritized schedule.  Proof completes.  We can then prove 

Theorem 1. 

 

Theorem 1: When projects are executed non-parallel to each other and tasks are 

preemptive, it is optimal to give full priority to one project at a time, given that we found 

an appropriate priority sequence for the projects. 

 

Proof: 

Due to Lemma 1, for any non-prioritized schedule, we can always find a prioritized 

schedule that dominates it in terms of total profit.  Thus, for any problem meeting the 
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assumptions in the theorem, at least one prioritized schedule will be optimal.  Proof 

completes. 

 

3.2.2.3 A Counter Example for Fixed Intensity, Preemptive Case 

In this section, we present a counter example, which disproves the hypothesis for 

the general case.  Assume we have the following three projects networks.  Project A and 

B are the same as the previous example.  Project C has a single task, task C1. 

 

 
Figure 3-15: Project Networks 

 
Assume that the three profit functions are as follows: 

 Project A profit = 16 · [1 - (tA - 8) · rA] 

 Project B profit = 15 · [1 - (tB - 7) · 10%] 

 Project C profit = pC · [1 - (tC - 7) · rC] 

, where rA, rC, and pC are three variable coefficients. 
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There are six possible priority sequences: ABC, ACB, CAB, BAC, BCA, and 

CBA.  We can derive the corresponding prioritized schedule and profit as follows: 

 

1) Schedule (ABC) 

 

 tA = 6, tB = 12, tC = 8; 

 Total profit = 16 [1 + 2 · rA] + 15 [1 – 5 · 0.10] + pC [1 + 1 · rC] 

 

2) Schedule (ACB) & (CAB) 

 

 tA = 6, tB = 14, tC = 2; 

 Total profit = 16 [1 + 2 · rA] + 15 [1 – 7 · 0.10] + pC [1 + 7 · rC] 
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3) Schedule (BAC) 

 

 tA = 12, tB = 9, tC = 5; 

 Total profit = 16 [1 - 4 · rA] + 15 [1 – 2 · 0.10] + pC [1 + 4 · rC] 

 

4) Schedule (BCA) & (CBA) 

 

 tA = 12, tB = 9, tC = 2; 

 Total profit = 16 [1 - 4 · rA] + 15 [1 – 2 · 0.10] + pC [1 + 7 · rC] 
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We found the following non-prioritized schedule, which achieves higher profits 

than any of the prioritized schedules above for certain values of (rA, pC, rC): 

 

5) A non-prioritized schedule, schedule (K) 

 

 tA = 8, tB = 12, tC = 2; 

 Total profit = 16 [1 - 0 · rA] + 15 [1 – 5 · 0.10] + pC [1 + 7 · rC] 

 

Notice that schedule (BAC) is always dominated by (BCA & CBA), given any 

non-negative values of (rA, pC, rC).  Thus, to find conditions where (K) dominates all six 

(four indeed) prioritized schedules, we only need to solve the following set of inequalities: 

 Total Profit of (K) > (ABC) 

 Total Profit of (K) > (ACB & CAB) 

 Total Profit of (K) > (BCA & CBA) 

After a few derivations, we obtain the following conditions: 
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For any values of (rA, pC, rC) that satisfy the above condition, the non-prioritized schedule, 

schedule (K), dominates all prioritized schedules in terms of total profit.  For example, 

for rA = 0.09, pC = 10, and rC = 0.05, the profits are as follows: 

 

 (K) = 16 + 7.5 + 10 · 1.35 = 37 

(ABC) = 16 · 1.18 + 7.5 + 10 · 1.05 = 36.88 

 (ACB & CAB) = 16 · 1.18 + 4.5 + 10 · 1.35 = 36.88 

 (BCA & CBA) = 16 · 0.64 + 15 · 0.8 + 10 · 1.35 = 35.74 

 

Here, (K) is apparently the champion schedule. 
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4 DECOMPOSITION HEURISTICS  

Chapter 3 gives models for both fixed and variable intensity task scheduling.  

However, from this chapter forth until the end of this manuscript, we will be focus on 

fixed intensity task scheduling only.  This is also often referred to as “single-mode” 

project scheduling in the literature.  Another issue has to do with preemptive versus non-

preemptive task scheduling.  From this chapter to the end, we limit ourselves to the non-

preemptive case.  However, the preemptive case can be easily accommodated by splitting 

each task to unit-duration subtasks. 

The fixed-intensity scheduling sub-problem is known to be NP-hard.  To seek 

effective solution strategies, we initially consider heuristics and compute feasible 

solutions.  We come up with a heuristic decomposition scheme, which is documented in 

this chapter.  Our idea is to decompose the project selection, task scheduling, and team 

formation problem into three stages.  During the first stage, we consider the project 

selection decision alone as a multidimensional 0-1 knapsack problem (MKP).  During the 

second stage, we employ algorithms to solve the task scheduling problem of selected 

projects following a priority sequence.  During the last stage, teams are form based on the 

period resource requirement arising from the second stage solution.  Finally, total profit is 

computed at the end of the second stage and team synergy deviation is computed at the 

end of the third stage. 

Following this decomposition schedule, more than one solution strategy may be 

employed at each stage.  For example, we can have 2 solution strategies for the first stage 
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problem, 2 solution methods for the second stage, and 2 solution methods for the third 

stage.  It is then possible to factorize over stages and generate a number of solution 

strategies available to the entire problem (total of 8 algorithms for the above example).  

We can then solve one problem instance with all solution strategies and pick the best 

solution according to desired performance measure.  During this chapter, we will discuss 

both formulations and algorithms for each of the three stages. 

 

4.1 First Stage MKP Formulation and Solution Method 

In the first stage, we wish to aggregate the project details and make judgment on 

selection of projects without explicitly considering such details.  We may look at the 

project selection decision as a multidimensional 0-1 knapsack problem (MKP).  In this 

section, we describe one formulation. 

 

4.1.1 Problem Formulation  

We look at each resource type k as one dimension, or one constraint in the 

knapsack problem.  The time average of resource consumptions of project i in type k 

represents the data coefficient for the project selection decision variables, Yi, in constraint 

k.  The return coefficient for Yi in the objective function is computed as the maximum 

profit achieved by project i if all resources are available to itself.  By solving this first-

stage problem, we may obtain a project selection decision, i.e. a set of 0-1 values for Yi. 
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Decision Variables: 

� Yi = 1, if project i is selected; and 0 otherwise 

 

Coefficients: 

� ci : maximum profit realizable from project i if given all available resources. 

� aik: average amount of resource type k consumed by project i during its execution 

� Rk: number of renewable resource units of type k 

 

Note that the value ci is computed by solving a RCPSP problem with project i 

alone and all available resources.  Since the profit function is non-increasing, the profit 

maximization objective is equivalent to makespan minimization objective.  We use the 

branch-and-bound algorithm by Demeulemeester and Herrolen (1992) to find the 

minimum makespan Li.  We then plug the min makespan into the project profit function 

P(i, t) to obtain ci. 

The other coefficient, aik, is computed by summing resource consumptions of type 

k through all jobs belonging to project i, then dividing by the minimum makespan Li.  

That is, aik indicates the average resource consumption of type k by project i per time 

period: 

 

 
1

                             1, 2,..., ; 1,2,...,
iJ

ik ijk ij i

j

a r d L i I k K
=

= ⋅ ∀ = =∑   (4.1.1) 
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The first-stage problem can then be formulated as followed: 

 

Max  
1

I

i i

i

c Y
=

⋅∑          (4.1.2) 

s.t.   

1

,                                  1, 2,...,
I

ik i k

i

a Y R k K
=

⋅ ≤ ∀ =∑      (4.1.3) 

{0,1},                                        1, 2,...,
i

Y i I∈ ∀ =      (4.1.4) 

 
The objective, (4.1.2), seeks to maximize profits from selected projects.  Constraints 

(4.1.3) impose a total resource availability limit for each resource type.  Constraints 

(4.1.4) declare the decision variables. 

 

4.1.2 Solution Methods 

A review on specific algorithms for solving the multidimensional 0-1 knapsack 

problem can be found in Freville [38].  However, for the problem size we considered, for 

example, 10 to 25 projects, less than 5 resource types, we are able to solve the arising 

MKP quickly by using CPLEX Solver alone. 

 

4.2 Second-stage: Sequential Scheduling of Projects  

After we solved the MKP problem in the first-stage, we have a set of selected 

projects.  The second stage is to schedule these projects with the given resources.  The 

objective is to maximize the total profits while maintaining resource limits.  During this 

section, we will first give a formal formulation for this profit-maximizing RCPSP 

problem with payments at completion of each project.  Secondly, we will describe several 
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rules for prioritizing projects.  Lastly, we will present two algorithms for single project 

scheduling. 

 

4.2.1 Problem Formulation 

Without loss of generality, we index the set of selected projects from 1 to Q.  

Recall that we assume that jobs’ intensity levels are fixed to the normal level whenever 

they are active and that jobs are executed continuously.  We can then formulate the 

second-stage problem as follows: 

 

Decision Variable: 

� Cijt = 1, if job j of project i completes at time t; and 0 otherwise 

 

Additional Coefficients (as to those declared in Chapter 3): 

� Q: number of selected projects 

 

Formulation: 

 

Max   
1

 ( , )
iJi

i

iJi

LFQ

iJ t

i t EF

C P i t
= =

⋅∑ ∑        (4.1.5) 

s.t.  

1                        1, 2,..., ; 1, 2,...,
ij

ij

LF

ijt i

t EF

C i Q j J
=

= ∀ = =∑     (4.1.6) 
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( )                  1, 2,..., ; 2,..., ;
gh ij

gh ij

LF LF

ght ij ijt i ij

t EF t EF

t C t d C i Q j J gh P
= =

⋅ ≤ − ⋅ ∀ = = ∈∑ ∑   
(4.1.7) 

min{ 1, }

1 1 max{ , }

                       1, 2,..., ; 1, 2,...,
ij iji

ij

t d LFJQ

ijk ijq k

i j q t EF

r C R k K t T

+ −

= = =

≤ ∀ = =∑∑ ∑   (4.1.8) 

{0,1}                                    1,2,..., ; 1,2,..., ; ,...,
ijt i ij ij

C i Q j J t EF LF∈ ∀ = = =  (4.1.9) 

 
 

The objective, (4.1.5), seeks to maximize total profits from completing selected 

projects.  Constraints (4.1.6) ensure that all jobs of a selected project are completed.  

Constraints (4.1.7) take care of the precedence relations, including inter-subproject 

relations (gh represents job h of project g).  Constraints (4.1.8) enforce the resource limits 

are not violated for each resource type and at any time period.  Constraints (4.1.9) declare 

the decision variables. 

If we mandate all projects selected by the first-stage solution must be pursued, 

then we may add a pair of common start and end task to the selected projects and turn the 

problem into a profit-maximizing project scheduling problem with payments at pre-

specified event nodes.  These pre-specified event nodes then correspond to the 

completion of subprojects.  Ulusoy et al. [88] provides a genetic algorithm that is capable 

of solving this type of problem. 

However, it is very likely that the first-stage decision is not perfect and that we 

may achieve more profit by screening out a few more projects, which enable us to 

dedicate the resources to the “vital few”.  Hence, our idea is as follows: we first prioritize 

the selected projects.  For the project with highest priority, we schedule it to finish as 

early as possible, given all available resources.  Deduct the resources consumed by this 
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first scheduled project from the available resources and record its profit only if it results 

in a positive profit.  In the second step, we schedule the next project with highest priority 

to finish as soon as possible, given the left-over resources.  Deduct the resources 

consumed by the project just scheduled and record its profit only if it results in a positive 

profit.  Repeat the second step until all projects are visited.  In any step, if a project is 

found to be infeasible with the given resources in the given time horizon, skip the project 

and go to the next project on the priority list. 

 

4.2.2 Prioritization of Projects 

We try to prioritize projects in non-increasing order of projected contribution to 

profit.  As shown in the previous chapter, optimal priority sequence does not seem to be 

governed by a simple rule.  In this section, we present 7 rules as in Table 4-1. 

 
Table 4-1: List of Priority Rules 

Rule number Name of Rule 

1 Max profit 

2 Min profit 

3 Max resource usage 

4 Min resource usage 

5 Max profit/resource 

6 Min profit/resource 

7 Random order 

 
Rule 1 and 2 relies on the single measure of maximum profit realizable by each 

project i if given all available resources (ci as in Section 4.1.1).  For example, under rule 

1, the project that has the highest possible profit will be given all available resources and 

scheduled first.  The project that has the next highest return will be given all left-over 
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resources and scheduled next.  So on and so forth.  Rule 2, conversely, prioritize the 

projects in a reverse order. 

Rule 3 and 4 uses total resource consumption of each project as the measure to 

prioritize projects.  Rule 3 gives highest priority to the project that consumes most 

resources on the list.  Rule 2, on the contrary, gives highest priority to the project that 

consumes least resources down the list. 

Rule 5 and 6 uses the priority index of a profit/resource ratio, which is the 

maximum profit realizable from project i if given all available resources (ci) over the total 

resource units consumed by the project (
,

ijk ij

j r

r d⋅∑ ): 

 profit/resource ratio for project i = 

,

i

ijk ij

j r

c

r d⋅∑
    (4.1.10) 

Rule 5 favors a project with higher profit/resource ratio and rule 6 does otherwise. 

The last rule, rule 7 with random order, serves as a benchmark for the other six 

rules.  We will report performance of all 7 rules during the succeeding chapter. 

 

4.2.2.1 Static Prioritization 

One way to utilize the priority rules is as follows:  after we choose a priority rule, 

we sort the projects following the order dictated by that rule.  Then we try to schedule the 

projects one by one following that order.  When a project results in a positive profit, we 

deduct the resource consumption from the available resources and record the profit 

contribution.  When a project is non-profitable, we simply abandon that project and will 
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no longer visit that project.  We continue this process until the last project is visited.  We 

call this process as static prioritization. 

 

4.2.2.2 Dynamic Prioritization (Try and Pick) 

Another way to utilize the priority rules are what we called “Try and Pick”, or 

dynamic prioritization.  We first define three sets: 

P (project Pool): set of projects to be considered 

N (project Not profitable): set of projects that will no longer be profitable  

S (project Scheduled): set of projects that have actually been scheduled 

Then, this algorithm can be described as follows: 

 

Initialize P to contain all candidate projects; 

While (P is not empty) 

{ 

 Step 1. For each project in P, try scheduling it with currently available 

resources.  If it is feasible and profitable (resulting a positive profit), record its 

profit.  Otherwise, remove this project from P and add it to N.  Try all projects in 

P during this step. 

 Step 2. If P is not empty after Step 1, pick the best project according to the 

priority rule specified and actually schedule it.  Deduct the resource consumption 

by this project. 

} 
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4.2.3 Scheduling of Individual Project 

For each project, we need to allocate the currently available resources to the 

project in such a way that the project shall complete as soon as possible.  In this dynamic 

case of sequential assignment, the project scheduling problem is characterized by non-

constant resource availability.  This differs from the fixed renewable resource assumption 

of most branch-and-bound algorithms for RCPSP in the literature.  We have to develop 

special solution method for this problem.  In this section, we present two such algorithms. 

 

4.2.3.1 A Single Pass Priority Rule Scheduling (MINSLK) 

The first algorithm is a parallel scheduling scheme by priority rule.  The priority 

rule here corresponds to rule of assigning priority to tasks of a project that competes for 

resources.  The scheme is adapted from the one developed by Brooks (cf. (Bedworth and 

Bailey, 1982) and (Kolisch, 1996)) and modified to fit the non-constant resource 

availability assumption.  This section will describe the scheduling scheme following the 

notations of Kolisch (1996). 

The parallel scheduling scheme generates a feasible schedule by extending partial 

schedules through temporal stages.  Each temporal stage is associated with one time 

period in the planning horizon.  In the parallel algorithm by Brooks with constant 

resource availability, each temporal stage is associated with the completion of a job.  

Under the current assumption of non-constant resource availability, however, we need to 
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progress through all planning periods.  Recall the time notation we have been using, a 

period t refers to the time elapses from instant t-1 to t, i.e. the interval [t-1, t] (as in Figure 

4-1). 

 
Figure 4-1: Time Notation (Recalled) 

 
In our notation, each stage correspond to an time instance t (t = 0,1,2,…, T).  At 

each stage t, three disjoint sets are defined.  The complete set, Ct, consists of the jobs that 

have finished before time t.  The active set, At, is composed of the jobs that will be active 

(in progress) during the next period (after time t), i.e. period t+1.  The decision set, Dt, is 

the set of jobs that are not yet scheduled, but are ready to start from time t (i.e. be active 

from period t+1 forth) without violation of precedence or resource constraints.  An 

illustration for these three sets is provided in Figure 4-2. 

 
Figure 4-2: Illustration of Sets Notation 
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At each decision time t, two steps are executed.  First, for any job j in the active 

set At-1 that completes in period t, it is removed from the active set and added to the 

completion set Ct.  The decision set Dt is recomputed based on the new complete set and 

resource availability starting from period t+1.  Second, for the jobs in the decision set Dt, 

schedule as many jobs as possible by the priority order (break tie by scheduling lower 

index job first) to start at the current decision time.  Add the just scheduled jobs to the 

active set At.  When no more jobs can be scheduled, increment the decision stage, t := t + 

1, and repeat the two steps. 

The Minimum Job Slack (MINSLK) priority is employed.  It is among the best 

three priority rules reported by Davis and Patterson (1975) and latter extended by Kolisch 

(1996).  The rule implemented here is the basic version described by Davis and Patterson 

(1975).  The priority value for a job, i.e. job slack, is computed as the difference between 

the Late Start Time (LST) and the Early Start Time (EST) determined by the Critical Path 

Method (CPM).  Slacks are continuously updated when jobs are delayed.  The jobs with 

smaller slacks are provided with higher priority. 

The algorithm is described in steps as follows.  For simplicity, the time/stage 

index t is omitted from the set notations.  We assume the dummy start and end job both 

take zero time and zero resource to be executed. 

 

Step 1. Initialization 

Let the current stage (decision time) t := 0, the active set A := {empty set}, the 

complete set C := {1}, and the decision set D := {all direct successors the dummy start 
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job 1}.  Initialize the resource availabilities, Rkt, i.e. units of resource type k available in 

period t, t = 1, 2, …, T.  Perform a CPM analysis to determine EST and LST for all jobs. 

 

Step 2. Scheduling 

 If the active set is not empty, do the following: for any job j in A that finishes in 

period t, remove j from A and add it to C.  Compute the decision set D := {j | (1) all direct 

predecessors of j are in C, (2) job j is not yet scheduled (i.e. j does not belong to A or C), 

and (3) enough resources are available to schedule j to start at time t and executed 

continuously for its duration dj}. 

 If the decision set D is not empty, do the following: for each job j in the decision 

set D, compute its slack by SLKj := LSTj – max{ESTj, t}.  Schedule the job j with the 

smallest slack to start at time t and update the leftover resource availability.  Remove j 

from D and add it to the active set A.  Try scheduling the next job j in D that has the 

minimum slack.  If job j can be scheduled, schedule it and update the resource 

availability.  If not, try the next job in D.  Keep trying until the last job in D has been 

visited. 

 Check if time t exceeds the planning upper bound imposed by resource 

availability T.  If yes, the algorithm is not able to find a feasible solution, stop.  If not, 

check if the complete set C contains all non-dummy jobs.  If yes, stop with a complete 

feasible solution.  If not, let t := t + 1 and repeat step 2. 
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4.2.3.2 Minimum Slack with Look Ahead (MINSLKwLA) 

In addition to the MINSLK algorithm described in the previous section, we also 

develop a modified version of it.  We call the new version as Minimum Slack with Look 

Ahead (MINSLKwLA).  The basic idea is that if we were to schedule a non-critical job 

(who has a positive slack) at the current decision time, we would look ahead and see if 

starting the job right now will cause any critical job (whose slack is either zero or 

negative) to be delayed. 

We define an additional set, imminent critical set M, as a set of unscheduled 

critical jobs who cannot be started at the current decision time only because insufficient 

resources are available.  By critical jobs, we mean the jobs that have either zero or 

negative slack with respect to the current decision time.  The revised algorithm is 

described as follows: 

 

Step 1. Initialization 

Let the current stage (decision time) t := 0, the active set A := {empty set}, the 

complete set C := {1}, and the decision set D := {all direct successors the dummy start 

job 1}.  Initialize the resource availabilities, Rkt, i.e. units of resource type k available in 

period t, t = 1, 2, …, T.  Perform a CPM analysis to determine EST and LST for all jobs. 

 

Step 2. Scheduling 

 If the active set is not empty, do the following: for any job j in A that finishes in 

period t, remove j from A and add it to C.  Compute the decision set D := {j | (1) all direct 
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predecessors of j are in C, (2) job j is not yet scheduled (i.e. j A C∉ ∪ ), and (3) enough 

resources are available to schedule j to start at time t and executed continuously for its 

duration dj}.  Compute the imminent critical set M := {j | (1) all direct predecessors of j 

are in C, (2) job j is not yet scheduled, (3) not enough resources are available to schedule 

j to start at time t and executed continuously for its duration dj, (4) slack SLKj <= 0}. 

 If the decision set D is not empty, do the following: for each job j in the decision 

set D, compute its slack by SLKj := LSTj – max{ESTj, t}.  For every job in D, following 

the MINSLK order, check if enough resources are available to start it at time t and execute 

it continuously for dj periods.  If yes, further check if the job is a critical job (check if its 

slack is non-positive).  If it is a critical job, schedule it to start at time t and update 

resource availability.  If it is not a critical job, invoke the look-ahead check as follows: 

 For every job k in M, 

1) compute the earliest start time if job j is not started at time t, ES1 

2) compute the earliest start time if job j is started at time t, ES2 

3) if ES2> ES1, then the look-ahead check failed. 

If job j failed the look-ahead test, we will not start job j at time t.  Otherwise, go ahead 

and start it at time t. 

 Check if time t exceeds the planning upper bound imposed by resource 

availability T.  If yes, the algorithm is not able to find a feasible solution, stop.  If not, 

check if the complete set C contains all non-dummy jobs.  If yes, stop with a complete 

feasible solution.  If not, let t := t + 1 and repeat step 2. 
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4.2.3.3 An Implicit Enumeration Scheme 

In addition to the single-pass parallel scheduling heuristic describe above, we 

develop an implicit enumeration scheme that seeks to schedule each project optimally.  

Recall that we refer to time points rather than time periods when we talk about the start 

time or the finish time of a job.  Also, when we are discussing resource consumption by a 

job, we refer to its consumption in time period(s). 

 

4.2.3.3.1 The Branch-and-bound Scheme 

Of the branch-and-bound schemes in the literature, the one by Talbot and 

Patterson (1978) naturally fits into the assumption of non-constant resource availability.  

They define Rkt as the remaining resource availability for resource type k in period t.  

Anytime an activity is scheduled, the resource consumptions are deducted from the Rkt in 

each time period that the job is active and for each resource type, respectively. 

The jobs are numbered such that a predecessor always has lower number than its 

successor.  A precedence-based time window (earliest/latest start time) for each job is 

computed w.r.t. to a makespan upper bound.  At each stage, the algorithm proceeds by 

selecting the lowest numbered job j unscheduled and tries to schedule j at the earliest 

starting time within its time window that is resource feasible (i.e. an interval of dj within 

the time window that has sufficient resource).   

Backtracking happens either when the last stage, stage |J|, is reached (thus a 

complete feasible schedule is found) or a job j can’t be scheduled due to resource 
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infeasibility.  When backtracking occurs, an attempt is made to augment/delay the 

previously scheduled job, j – 1, to the next earliest starting time.  If the augmentation is 

successful, scheduling continues with job j.  Otherwise, backtracking continues w.r.t. to 

job j – 2.  The algorithm stops when backtracking reaches stage 1.  When a better 

complete feasible schedule is found, the makespan upper bound is updated and so does 

the time window for each job. 

 

4.2.3.3.2 The Branch-and-Bound Algorithm – Basic Version (BV) 

Formally, the basic version of the branch-and-bound algorithm is as follows: 

 

Step 1. (Initialization) 

 Let the project makespan upper bound UB = heuristic solution.  With respect to 

UB, compute the time window [ESj, LFj] for each job j.  Let the current stage (same as 

job in consideration), j, equals to 1 (job1), go to step 2. 

 

Step 2. (Scheduling the next job) 

 For the current job under consideration, j, search for the earliest start time sj such 

that sufficient resources are available to execute job j continuously for dj periods within 

its time window [ESj, LFj].  If so, schedule job j to start at time sj.  Update the resource 

availability by deducting the resource consumed by job j from the remaining sources for 

every period that it is active.  Update the early start times, ESh, of all successors of job j 
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(including indirect successors) in light of sj.  If we can not find such a resource feasible 

start time, go to step 3 (backtrack). 

 If job j is the last job, |J|, store the solution if it is the first feasible solution ever 

found.  Otherwise, check if the current complete schedule has a shorter makespan than 

previously found solutions.  If yes, update the upper bound (UB), the best solution and 

the late finish time LFh for all jobs h J∈ .  Then check if the new UB = CPL (critical path 

length).  If yes, we have found an optimal solution and we can stop.  Otherwise, release 

the resource assigned to job |J|, and go to step 3 (backtrack). 

If job j is not the last job, let j := j + 1 and repeat step 2. 

 

Step 3. (Backtracking/Augmentation) 

 Let j := j – 1 and release the resource consumed by job j in its scheduled 

execution interval [sj, sj + dj].  If j = 0, stop.  Otherwise, search for the next earliest start 

time, sj’, such that sufficient resource is available to execute job j continuously for dj 

period(s) within [sj + 1, LFj].  If so, let sj := sj’ and update the remaining resource 

availability by deducting what is consumed by job j.  Re-compute the early start times of 

all successors (including indirect successors) based on the scheduled start times.  

Specifically, let ESq := sq, for q = 1,…,j.  For q = j+1,…, |J|, let ESq = max{EFh | h∈PRq}.  

Let j := j + 1 and go to step 2.  If we cannot find such a start time, repeat step 3 

(backtrack). 

 

4.3 Third-stage problem (the team formation problem):  
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After the second stage solution is obtained, we have the task temporal schedules 

and resource assignments.  The third stage problem is to specifically look at human 

resource assignment: to form project execution teams.  We are concerned with forming 

project teams with best synergy composition.  During this section, we first present a LP 

model for this problem.  Then we discuss two ways to obtain solution to this problem.  

One is to use the CPLEX solver.  The other is to randomly assign people to teams, 

serving as a benchmark.  For each team assignment obtained, we can then measure the 

synergy deviation from idea values. 

 

4.3.1 Problem Formulation 

Without loss of generality, we assume that the first К types of resources are 

human resources.  After we solve the second-stage problem, we compute the following 

quantity: 

 
min{ 1, }

1 max{ , }

ij iji

ij

t d LFJ

ikt ijk ijq

j q t EF

r Cσ
+ −

= =

=∑ ∑   ∀ i = 1,2,…,Q; k = 1,2,…, К; t = 1,2,…,T (4.1.11) 

, where σikt represent the planned resource consumption of type k by project i during 

period t.  We also compute the planned start (si) and terminate (τi) time of project i as 

follows: 
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The last quantity we take from second-stage results is the upper bound for project 

makespan, T, which is computed as the completion time of the last project: 

 { }
1,...,

max
i

i Q
T τ

=
=  

Equipped with the information above, we can formulate the third-stage problem as below: 

 

Decision Variables: 

� Bpit: proportion of individual p’s time assigned to project i at period t. 

 

Deviational Variables: 

� 
in

d
+ : amount by which the sum of instinctual behavior of type n (1 = Prevent, 2 = 

Accommodate, 3 = Initiate) over all four action modes m (1 = Fact Finder, 2 = Follow 

Thru, 3 = Quick Start, 4 = Implementer) for project team i exceeds the ideal value. 

� 
in

d
− : amount by which the sum of instinctual behavior of type n over all four 

action modes for project team i falls under the ideal value. 

 

Additional Coefficients: 

� apmn = 1 if worker p exhibits instinctual behavior of type n (1 = Prevent, 2 = 

Accommodate, 3 = Initiate) for action mode m (1 = Fact Finder, 2 = Follow Thru, 3 = 

Quick Start, 4 = Implementer); and 0 otherwise 

� zn: ideal team synergistic level for each zone, z1 = z3 = 0.25 (prevent and initiate), 

z2 = 0.5 (accommodate). 
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� Hk: set of human resource units of type k (e.g. set of design engineers.) 

� P: total number of human resource units, i.e.
1

k

k

P H
Κ

=

=∑  

Formulation: 

Minimize    ( )
3

1 1

Q

in in

i n

d d
+ −

= =

+∑∑       (4.1.14) 
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, 0                            1, 2,..., ; 1,2,3
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d d i Q n
+ − ≥ ∀ = =      (4.1.19) 

 
The objective, (4.1.14), seeks to minimize the synergy deviation from ideal levels 

across all teams and all behavior types.  Constraints (4.1.15) make sure that enough 

manpower is assigned to each project team during its execution.  Constraints (4.1.16) 

ensure that each person is not overloaded at any time.  Synergy deviation of each team in 

each behavior type is measured by constraints (4.1.17).  Finally,  (4.1.18) and (4.1.19) 

declare the decision variables. 

After solving the third stage problem, we measure the synergy level of every team 

by (4.1.20), where Nin measures the synergistic level for team i in behavior type n.   
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For each team i, its Nin should then be compared to the ideal zn’s, i.e. z1 = z3 = 0.25 (±0.05) 

(prevent and initiate), z2 = 0.5 (±0.1) (accommodate).  If all Nin values fall within allowed 

range, we are able to form synergistic teams to meet the resource requirement from 

project teams. 

 

4.3.2 CPLEX Solver 

The above formulation can be solved very fast by CPLEX solver, given the 

problem size we have tested.  The detailed results are reported in the next chapter.  The 

deviations from idea values are close to zero. 

 

4.3.3 Random Assignment 

As a benchmark to see how much improvement we gain through solving a LP, 

here is a random assignment scheme: given the planned resource consumption of type k 

by project i during period t (σikt), the planned start time (si) and ending time (τi) of project 

i, we do the following: 

 

Do { 

For the project i with the highest priority that has not been assigned a team: 

 For each resource type k: 

  For each period t from si +1 to τi: 
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   Randomly select σikt number of persons from the type-k 

people that have not been assigned duty in period t and assign them to work in 

team i.  

} until (all projects have been assigned teams) 

 

The detailed results are reported in the next chapter. 

 

4.4 Chapter Summary 

During this chapter, we present a three stage decomposition heuristic framework.  

The overall problem is decomposed into three cascading stages.  The first stage 

aggregates the project details and does the first screening of projects based on the 

aggregated criterion.  The second stage schedules individual projects following a priority 

order and abandons projects that are not profitable.  The last stage seeks to form 

synergistic teams to meet human resource requirements from selected projects.  More 

than one priority rule for projects are proposed.  More than one algorithm is presented for 

2nd and 3rd stage problems.  Computational results will be reported in the next chapter. 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We conduct a series of computational experiments to evaluate the decomposition 

heuristic described in Chapter 4.  Note that both Chapter 3 and 4 include discussion of the 

third-stage team formation problem.  From this chapter on (Chapter 5 and 6), we focus on 

the profit-maximizing project selection and scheduling problem only.  The conclusion 

chapter, Chapter 7, will discuss future research opportunity to incorporate this facet.  This 

chapter documents the set of computational experiments and the relative insights gained.  

The first major section will describe test instance generation.  The second section 

discusses relevant factors regarding experimental design.  The third section reports 

computational results and conclusions.  The last section wraps up with a summary. 

 

5.1 Problem Instance Generation 

A complete problem instance includes a set of project networks, where task 

duration, resource requirement, and precedence relations are described.  In addition, a 

profit function must be generated for each project.  Thirdly, the resource availabilities 

must be specified for the instance.  The following section gives an example of a complete 

instance. 

 

5.1.1 An Example of a Complete Instance 

For example, an instance may have the two project networks as shown in Figure 

5-1.  The first project (named “pat2”) has 7 tasks (5 if we exclude dummy start/end tasks) 
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and the second project (named “pat3”) has 13 tasks.  Both projects require three types of 

resources.  Each circle represents a task that needs to be completed.  Duration and 

resource required per active period for a task are noted above and below each circle, 

respectively.   

 The number within each circle is the task number.  Arcs represent precedence 

relationships.  For example, the arc leading from task 2 to task 4 implies that task 4 may 

not begin until task 2 has completed.  The first and the last tasks are dummy start and 

dummy end tasks, both having zero duration and zero resource requirements. 

 
Figure 5-1: Example Project Networks 
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Profit profiles for the projects, for example, may take the form of linear 

decreasing functions of completion time: 

 Pat2 profit = p2 · [1 - (t2 - 6) · r2] 

 Pat3 profit = p3 · [1 - (t3 - 18) · r3] 

Here, t2 and t3 stands for the completion times of project Pat2 and Pat3.  Also, p2 

and p3 represents the maximum profit achievable by Pat2 and Pat3, respectively.  In other 

words, when the completion of project Pat2 is equal to its critical path length (6), the 

project returns a profit of p2.   

The third set of variables, r2 and r3, represents the rate of profit loss when project 

completion is delayed by each unit time period.  For example, for every period delay to 

pat2, the project return is reduced by p2 · r2. 

The resource availability may take the following form: 

  [R1, R2, R3] = [8, 7, 8] 

where Ri stands for the number of units available for resource type i in every time period.  

For simplicity, resource availability is assumed to be uniform in this case.  However, the 

algorithms are designed to handle both non-constant and constant resource availability. 

 

5.1.2 Source of Project Networks 

We use the project network data from two sources.  One is the Patterson set of 

110 projects, where most projects have 3 three resource types and the number of tasks per 

project range from 7 to 51.  Not all 110 projects are different.  Some of the Pat instances 
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contain the exact same projects except for different resource availability.  By screening 

through the 110 projects, we are left with 77 distinct projects.  Five of these projects have 

number of resource types different from 3, which gives us 72 projects left.  Arbitrarily 

removing the first two instances, we are left with 70 projects exact, as shown in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1: Pat Set of Projects 
Project Name Number of 

Jobs 
Number of 
Resource 

Types 

Project Name Number of 
Jobs 

Number of 
Resource 

Types 

pat3.rcp 13 3 pat63.rcp 27 3 

pat4.rcp 22 3 pat64.rcp 27 3 

pat12.rcp 23 3 pat65.rcp 27 3 

pat13.rcp 22 3 pat66.rcp 27 3 

pat16.rcp 22 3 pat67.rcp 27 3 

pat17.rcp 22 3 pat68.rcp 27 3 

pat20.rcp 22 3 pat69.rcp 27 3 

pat22.rcp 22 3 pat70.rcp 27 3 

pat23.rcp 22 3 pat71.rcp 27 3 

pat24.rcp 22 3 pat74.rcp 27 3 

pat25.rcp 22 3 pat77.rcp 27 3 

pat27.rcp 22 3 pat87.rcp 27 3 

pat29.rcp 22 3 pat88.rcp 27 3 

pat30.rcp 22 3 pat89.rcp 27 3 

pat32.rcp 22 3 pat90.rcp 27 3 

pat35.rcp 22 3 pat91.rcp 27 3 

pat36.rcp 22 3 pat92.rcp 27 3 

pat37.rcp 22 3 pat93.rcp 27 3 

pat39.rcp 22 3 pat94.rcp 27 3 

pat40.rcp 22 3 pat95.rcp 27 3 

pat41.rcp 22 3 pat96.rcp 27 3 

pat42.rcp 22 3 pat97.rcp 27 3 

pat44.rcp 22 3 pat98.rcp 27 3 

pat46.rcp 22 3 pat99.rcp 27 3 

pat48.rcp 22 3 pat100.rcp 27 3 

pat50.rcp 22 3 pat101.rcp 51 3 

pat51.rcp 22 3 pat102.rcp 51 3 

pat52.rcp 22 3 pat103.rcp 51 3 

pat53.rcp 22 3 pat104.rcp 51 3 

pat54.rcp 22 3 pat105.rcp 51 3 

pat58.rcp 27 3 pat106.rcp 51 3 

pat59.rcp 27 3 pat107.rcp 51 3 

pat60.rcp 27 3 pat108.rcp 51 3 

pat61.rcp 27 3 pat109.rcp 51 3 

pat62.rcp 27 3 pat110.rcp 51 3 

 

The second source of data comes from the “ProGen” project generator.  We use 

the j30 and j60 set of networks.  All projects have 4 resource types.  The number of tasks 
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per project in j30 and j60 are 30 and 60 (excluding the dummy start and end task), 

respectively.  Either set contains 480 projects by itself.  The screening test reveals that all 

of them are distinct projects.  Arbitrarily removing the last 80 projects, we end up with 

400 projects for each set. 

As a last note, the above projects are assembled to instances in random order 

during instance generation. 

 

5.1.3 Generation of Profit Profiles 

The profit function for each project in one instance is generated automatically in 

the following manner.  First, the total resource consumption of the project, TRi, is 

computed as following:  

 
,

i ijk ij

j k

TR r d= ⋅∑  

The maximum profit realizable by the project, pi, is then computed as c′  · TRi, 

where c′  is a random number drawn from the interval [0.5c, 1.5c] with c being a constant 

parameter.  By adding some randomness into c′  in this way, we are then able to obtain 

projects with unequal profit/resource ratio.  Secondly, the critical path length for project i, 

CPLi, is computed and the rate of profit decrease is specified as ri.  Finally, the profit data 

is computed according to the following linear decreasing function: 

 P(i, t) := pi · [1 - (t - CPLi) · ri] 

, where P(i, t) represents the profit return of project i if it completes in period t. 
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5.1.4 Resource Tightness 

Define resource tightness, wk, as the ratio of resource available, Rk, over the 

(unconstrained) peak resource consumption, pk, if all projects are pursued following their 

earliest schedules.  In other words, this (unconstrained) peak resource consumption is 

computed by scheduling projects with regard to temporal constraints only (without 

consideration of resource constraints).  Each task is scheduled to start as early as possible, 

so long as no precedence relation is violated.  The resource consumption in each type for 

each period is then computed by summing the consumption by all tasks that are active in 

that period.  The peak consumption for each type is then computed as the maximum in 

each type over all planning periods. 

 k
k

k

R
w

p
=  

In the generation of instances, we assume that the resource tightness is the same 

for all types.  We compute the (unconstrained) peak resource consumption for each type 

in each instance.  We then compute the resource availability of each type for this instance 

as the product of peak resource consumption in each type and resource tightness. 

 
k k k

R w p= ⋅  

 

5.2 Experimental Design Considerations 

In this section, we will discuss several factors for instance generation.  We will 

also discuss issues concerning the formation of a complete algorithm.   
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5.2.1 Factors and Levels of Instance Generation 

The first factor we considered is the number of candidate projects per instance.  

We consider two levels, 10 projects per instance and 25 projects per instance.  Under the 

same resource tightness, we expect instances with more projects to result in more profit, 

since project profit is positively correlated to project resource consumptions during 

instance generation. 

In terms of resource tightness, we consider two levels: 20% versus 60% (wk = .20 

or .60).  During the former level, resources in each time period are less abundant than in 

the latter level.  We expect this will affect both the number of actually selected projects 

and the total profit negatively. 

The third factor we explore is profit decreasing rate.  For this factor, we consider 

two levels: 5% and 25%.  With 5% decreasing rate, a project would become non-

profitable 20 time periods after its critical path length (CPL).  Likewise, for a decreasing 

rate of 25%, a project becomes non-profitable 4 periods after CPL. 

A complete factorial design would look like the following: 

Table 5-2: A Complete Factorial Design 

  

Factor 1 − 
number of 
projects/instance 

Factor 2 − 
resource 
tightness 

Factor 3 − 
profit decreasing 
rate 

Cell 1 10 20% 5% 

Cell 2 10 20% 25% 

Cell 3 10 60% 5% 

Cell 4 10 60% 25% 

Cell 5 25 20% 5% 

Cell 6 25 20% 25% 

Cell 7 25 60% 5% 

Cell 8 25 60% 25% 
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5.2.2 Factors and Levels of Algorithm Combination 

Under the framework of the three-stage decomposition heuristic, we indeed have 

three decision factors when we are assembling a complete algorithm for the profit-

maximizing project selection and scheduling problem.  These three factors are listed in 

Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3: Factors for a Complete Algorithm 
Factor 1:  
MKP 

Factor 2: 
Priority Rule 

Factor 3:  
Single Project Scheduling 

without MKP max profit single-pass priority rule 

with MKP min profit (truncated) branch-and-bound 

 max resource  

 min resource  

 max profit/resource  

 min profit/resource  

  random   

 
The levels of most factors can be expanded.  For example, we may explore more 

priority rules for factor 2 and we may also examine more single project scheduling 

algorithms for factor 3. 

 

5.3 Computational Results 

We conducted a series of computational tests to evaluate the algorithms.  The 

primary performance index is the total profit.  Two other performance measures that may 

be of interest include the actual number of projects selected and resource utilization.  The 

first section will be devoted to comparison of project prioritization rules.  Discussion on 

effectiveness of MKP will then follow.  The third section compares the two single project 

scheduling subroutines described in Section 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.3, respectively. 
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5.3.1 Comparison of Project Priority Rules 

The first question that we wish to answer is about the ranking of the priority rules.  

In this section, we present the experiment in the following order: 1) the algorithm 

compositions that we used; 2) the set of project data used; 3) output data analysis; 4) 

discussions. 

 

Algorithm: 

For the first factor, we choose to inactivate the MKP selection.  For the third 

factor, we choose to run the single-pass priority rule.  Thus, for each priority rule, we 

record its performance when it is combined with the single-pass priority rule.  We can 

note the algorithm as follow: 

 ( )/  (7 rules) ( )w o MKP MINSLK× ×  

 

Test Instances: 

There are three sets of instances in the computation.  The first set comes from the 

Pat set of 70 distinct projects, all with 3 resource types.  Recall that this set contains 

projects with size ranging from 13 to 51 tasks per project.  Specifically, we pack 10 

projects into one instance, resulting in 7 instances per experimental cell.  We also 

factorize over the resource tightness ratio (20% v.s. 60%) and profit decrease rate (5% v.s. 

25%), resulting in 4 experiment cells.   
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The second set of instances comes from the J30 set of projects.  This set of 

projects contains 400 distinct projects, all with 4 resource types.  The sizes of projects are 

uniformly 30 non-dummy tasks.  We pack 25 projects into one instance and generate 16 

instances for each cell.  We also factorize over the resource tightness ratio (20% v.s. 60%) 

and profit decrease rate (5% v.s. 25%), resulting in 4 experiment cells. 

The third set of instances comes from the J60 set of projects.  This set of projects 

also contains 400 distinct projects, all with 4 resource types.  The sizes of projects are 

uniformly 60 non-dummy tasks.  We also pack 25 projects into one instance and generate 

16 instances for each cell.  We also factorize over the resource tightness ratio (20% v.s. 

60%) and profit decrease rate (5% v.s. 25%), resulting in 4 experiment cells. 

These three set of instances can be viewed as in increasing order of computational 

intensity.  Pat set contains 10 projects per instance.  The J30 set the bar higher to be 25 

projects per instance.  Comparing to J30 set, each project in the J60 set contains two 

times the number of tasks.   

 

Experimental Runs: 

In summary, for each priority rule, we run the data set as in Table 5-4.  The output 

profits and CPU times are presented by each set. 

Table 5-4: Experimental Design for Comparing Project Priority Rules 
 

 
Instance set 

Projects per 
Instance 

Data Cell 
Number 

Resource  
Tightness 

Profit  
Decrease  

Rate 

Number of  
Instances 

Pat set 10 1 20% 25% 7 instances 

 10 2 20% 5% 7 instances 
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 10 3 60% 25% 7 instances 

 10 4 60% 5% 7 instances 

J30 set 25 1 20% 25% 16 instances 

 25 2 20% 5% 16 instances 

 25 3 60% 25% 16 instances 

 25 4 60% 5% 16 instances 

J60 set 25 1 20% 25% 16 instances 

 25 2 20% 5% 16 instances 

 25 3 60% 25% 16 instances 

 25 4 60% 5% 16 instances 

 
1) Pat Set 

The profit data for Pat set are presented in Table 5-5.  The average profit for each 

data cell is listed in Table 5-6.  A profit percentage is also computed as the average profit 

achieved by each priority rule as compared to the benchmark rule, random rule (rule 7).  

These profit percentages are plotted in Figure 5-2. 

 

Table 5-5: Profit Data of Pat Set 

Pat Set 
Instance  
Number Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Rule 6 Rule 7 

Cell 1 1 1961 670 1329 670 1554 1209 1090 

  2 2958 1208 2958 1022 2159 1733 2511 

  3 1736 398 951 730 1450 398 977 

  4 1728 474 2161 1342 1263 1478 1363 

  5 3681 360 3681 505 3220 360 2555 

  6 2295 483 1702 424 2115 483 1453 

  7 2141 585 1265 982 1579 802 1579 

Cell 2 1 2145 1006 1838 1231 1484 1209 1505 

  2 3500 845 3500 1511 2159 1733 1443 

  3 1652 890 1586 935 1865 890 1333 

  4 2411 796 2293 1449 1840 1478 1363 

  5 3681 583 3681 612 3220 583 2609 

  6 2295 655 2063 799 2115 655 1507 

  7 2454 1002 2372 982 2425 1336 1602 

Cell 3 1 4677 3995 4969 3644 4758 3650 3497 
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  2 7504 4357 7002 4357 6732 5538 5602 

  3 4644 3039 4297 3371 4445 3460 4001 

  4 5841 3904 5174 3904 4757 4456 4683 

  5 6850 3428 6804 3791 6112 4095 5489 

  6 5632 3402 5059 3157 5489 3656 4282 

  7 5769 2730 5288 3819 5587 3801 4379 

Cell 4 1 5020 3916 4969 3789 5231 4137 3497 

  2 7881 4357 7002 4357 6865 5995 5776 

  3 4662 3801 4315 4080 4445 3460 4429 

  4 5978 4226 5388 4226 5551 5328 4683 

  5 7085 3602 7039 3791 6463 3812 5489 

  6 5632 3399 5405 3556 5663 3656 4643 

  7 5769 3216 5288 3819 5587 3801 5386 

 

Table 5-6: Average Profit per Cell (Pat Set) 

Average Profit Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Rule 6 Rule 7 

Cell 1 2357.1 596.9 2006.7 810.7 1905.7 923.3 1646.9 

Cell 2 2591.1 825.3 2476.1 1074.1 2158.3 1126.3 1623.1 

Cell 3 5845.3 3550.7 5513.3 3720.4 5411.4 4093.7 4561.9 

Cell 4 6003.9 3788.1 5629.4 3945.4 5686.4 4312.7 4843.3 

        

Profit Percentage Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Rule 6 Rule 7 

Cell 1 43.10% -63.80% 21.90% -50.80% 15.70% -43.90% 0.00% 

Cell 2 59.60% -49.20% 52.60% -33.80% 33.00% -30.60% 0.00% 

Cell 3 28.10% -22.20% 20.90% -18.40% 18.60% -10.30% 0.00% 

Cell 4 24.00% -21.80% 16.20% -18.50% 17.40% -11.00% 0.00% 

                

Average 38.70% -39.25% 27.90% -30.38% 21.18% -23.95% 0.00% 
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Profit Percentage to Rule 7
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Figure 5-2: Profit Percentage for Pat Set 
 

From the Profit Percentage figure, we can see that rule 1, 3 and 5, the three “max” 

rules, performs clearly better than the random priority rule.  They are the “max profit”, 

“max resource” and “max profit/resource” rules, respectively.  It seems that the greedy 

“max profit” rule performs the best.  We believe that the “max  resource” rule performs 

well because of our assumption that profit of a project should be positively correlated to 

its resource consumption.  We believe this assumption is valid in general and we 

generated our profit data according to it.  The third successful rule, “max profit/resource”, 

performs reasonably well throughout the different data cells.  The average improvements 

upon the random rule are 38.7%, 27.9% and 21.2%, respectively. 

 The CPU times for all instances in Pat set and all priority rules are less than one 

second.  They are reported in the next chapter, Section 6.15 to be exact, when compared 

to those by the enumeration algorithm. 
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Discussion: 

The greedy “max profit” rule stands out and performs best.  The other two 

successful rules are the “maximum resource” rule and the “maximum profit per resource 

unit” rule.  The “max prof/res” rule seems to be naturally a good rule under any situation.  

As far as “max resource” rule, we believe it will be a good rule as long as profit is 

positively correlated to resource consumption.  We generate our test instances in accord 

to this assumption and we believe this is a fair assumption.  For projects that consume 

many resources and yet not expected to be very profitable, they should not be included in 

the candidate pool in the first place, unless other consideration dominates the profit-

maximizing objective. 

 

5.3.2 Investigation of the MKP Decision Aid 

Possible use of the Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP) is to reduce the 

number of candidate projects and hopefully we can pinpoint the correct set of projects to 

be eliminated.  This step may be useful if our second stage algorithm is computationally 

expensive when the number of candidate projects becomes large.  For example, an 

implicit enumeration algorithm that we would introduce in the next chapter falls into this 

case.  On the other hand, if the MKP is proven to be effectively screening out the 

potentially inferior projects, this formulation alone becomes a good decision aid to 

project managers. 
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In this section, we investigate how well the MKP formulation performs when 

helping us determine which projects could be eliminated before we try to schedule it.  

Specifically, we try the following algorithm combinations: 

 
/   1

( ) ( )
  7

w o MKP Rule
MINSLK

with MKP Rule

 
× × 

 
 

Applying the above algorithm combination to the Pat set of instances, we obtain 

the following data in Table 5-7 and Table 5-8.  The first table, Table 5-7, gives the profit 

data obtained by the champion “maximum profit” priority rule combined with MKP first-

stage (“MKP” column), the number of projects remaining after the MKP screening (“Q” 

column) and the actual number of projects scheduled (“Q’” column).  It also gives the 

profit obtained by the priority rule alone (“No MKP” column) and the actual number of 

projects scheduled in that case (“Q’’”).  The differences between profits are presented in 

column “MKP - No MKP”.  Those data for the benchmarking random priority rule are 

presented in the second table. 

Table 5-7: Rule 1, MKP versus Non MKP 

Rule 1 
Instance 
Number MKP Q Q' No MKP Q'' 

(MKP - 
No MKP) 

CELL 1 1 1961 3 2 1961 2 0 

  2 2958 3 2 2958 2 0 

  3 1127 3 2 1736 2 -609 

  4 1728 3 2 1728 2 0 

  5 3681 3 2 3681 2 0 

  6 1702 2 2 2295 2 -593 

  7 1892 3 2 2141 2 -249 

CELL 2 1 2145 3 2 2145 2 0 

  2 3500 3 2 3500 2 0 

  3 1652 3 2 1652 2 0 

  4 2411 3 2 2411 2 0 

  5 3681 3 2 3681 2 0 

  6 2063 2 2 2295 2 -232 

  7 2454 3 2 2454 2 0 
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CELL 3 1 4570 8 5 4677 6 -107 

  2 7504 8 6 7504 6 0 

  3 4576 8 5 4644 6 -68 

  4 5841 9 6 5841 6 0 

  5 6850 8 6 6850 6 0 

  6 5632 8 6 5632 6 0 

  7 5769 8 5 5769 5 0 

CELL 4 1 5020 8 6 5020 6 0 

  2 7881 8 7 7881 7 0 

  3 4576 8 5 4662 6 -86 

  4 5978 9 6 5978 6 0 

  5 7085 8 6 7085 6 0 

  6 5632 8 6 5632 6 0 

  7 5769 8 5 5769 5 0 

 

As we can see, the MKP first stage eliminates the correct sets of projects in most 

cases.  The number of candidate projects is reduced from 10 projects to 2~3 projects for 

the 20% resource tightness instances and from 10 projects to 8~9 projects for the 60% 

resource tightness instances.  For 7 out of 28 instances, the MKP misses one profit and 

causes the priority rule to perform worse.  For other cases, it seems that MKP makes the 

right choices. 

Table 5-8: Rule 7, MKP versus No MKP 

Rule 7 
Instance 
Number MKP Q Q' No MKP Q'' 

(MKP - 
No MKP) 

CELL 1 1 1554 3 2 1245 2 309 

  2 2511 3 2 1686 2 825 

  3 1127 3 2 929 2 198 

  4 1226 3 2 1795 2 -569 

  5 3681 3 2 1191 2 2490 

  6 1702 2 2 814 2 888 

  7 1579 3 2 1445 2 134 

CELL 2 1 2063 3 2 1245 2 818 

  2 2511 3 2 1092 2 1419 

  3 1552 3 3 1056 2 496 

  4 1681 3 2 2293 2 -612 

  5 3681 3 2 1191 2 2490 

  6 2063 2 2 1121 2 942 

  7 1579 3 2 1653 2 -74 
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CELL 3 1 4534 8 5 4113 7 421 

  2 7257 8 6 5660 6 1597 

  3 4703 8 6 4393 6 310 

  4 5134 9 6 5421 6 -287 

  5 5506 8 5 3899 6 1607 

  6 5528 8 6 4878 6 650 

  7 5941 8 6 4898 6 1043 

CELL 4 1 4534 8 5 4297 7 237 

  2 7836 8 7 5793 7 2043 

  3 4892 8 6 4450 6 442 

  4 5134 9 6 5421 6 -287 

  5 6290 8 6 4318 6 1972 

  6 5528 8 6 4460 6 1068 

  7 5941 8 6 5343 7 598 

 

For the benchmarking random priority rule, MKP first stage actually improves 

performance by reducing the candidate project pool size.  For 23 out of 28 instances, 

MKP first stage enables the random priority rule to actually perform better than otherwise. 

Taking the average over 7 instances, we have the profit data as in Table 5-9.  We 

also plot them in Figure 5-3.  We can see that for Rule 1, without MKP actually performs 

slightly better than with MKP.  As of Rule 7, MKP first stage enhances the algorithm and 

significantly improve the performance. 

 

Table 5-9: Average Profit for MKP Algorithms 
Average 

Profit Rule 1   Rule 7   

  w/o MKP with MKP w/o MKP with MKP 

CELL 1 2357.1 2149.9 1300.7 1911.4 

CELL 2 2591.1 2558.0 1378.7 2161.4 

CELL 3 5845.3 5820.3 4751.7 5514.7 

CELL 4 6003.9 5991.6 4868.9 5736.4 

          

Average 4199.4 4129.9 3075.0 3831.0 
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Figure 5-3: Average Profit for MKP Algorithms 
 

The ANOVA for MKP is shown in Figure 5-4.  Four factors are considered, (1) 

without versus with MKP first stage, (2) using priority Rule 1 or Rule 7, (3) under 20% 

or 60% resource tightness and (4) with 25% or 5% profit decreasing rate.  Each instance 

forms a block and thus there are 7 blocks. 

From the figure, we can see that the first three factors are significant with P-value 

less than or equal to .001.  The last factor, profit decreasing rate, is significant when the 

significance level is set to be .05.  The blocking effect is significant. 

 
General Linear Model: Profit versus Blocks, w/o v.s. with MKP, ...  
 
Factor              Type   Levels  Values 

Blocks              fixed       7  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

w/o v.s. with MKP   fixed       2  w/o MKP, with MKP 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7  fixed       2  Rule 1, Rule 7 

20% v.s. 60%        fixed       2  20%, 60% 

25% v.s. 5%         fixed       2  25%, 5% 
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Analysis of Variance for Profit, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source                                 DF     Seq SS     Adj SS     Adj MS 

Blocks                                  6   44432334   44432334    7405389 

w/o v.s. with MKP                       1    3299662    3299662    3299662 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7                      1   14180196   14180196   14180196 

20% v.s. 60%                            1  346051758  346051758  346051758 

25% v.s. 5%                             1    1175061    1175061    1175061 

w/o v.s. with MKP*Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7    1    4769326    4769326    4769326 

w/o v.s. with MKP*20% v.s. 60%          1      84810      84810      84810 

w/o v.s. with MKP*25% v.s. 5%           1      93960      93960      93960 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%         1       5743       5743       5743 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*25% v.s. 5%          1      40737      40737      40737 

20% v.s. 60%*25% v.s. 5%                1      39751      39751      39751 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                      1        506        506        506 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                      1       3521       3521       3521 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*25% v.s. 5% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*20% v.s. 60%*         1      22914      22914      22914 

  25% v.s. 5% 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%*        1      45684      45684      45684 

  25% v.s. 5% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                      1       3866       3866       3866 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%* 

  25% v.s. 5% 

Error                                  90   26565594   26565594     295173 

Total                                 111  440815422 

 

Source                                      F      P 

Blocks                                  25.09  0.000 

w/o v.s. with MKP                       11.18  0.001 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7                      48.04  0.000 

20% v.s. 60%                          1172.37  0.000 

25% v.s. 5%                              3.98  0.049 

w/o v.s. with MKP*Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7    16.16  0.000 

w/o v.s. with MKP*20% v.s. 60%           0.29  0.593 

w/o v.s. with MKP*25% v.s. 5%            0.32  0.574 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%          0.02  0.889 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*25% v.s. 5%           0.14  0.711 

20% v.s. 60%*25% v.s. 5%                 0.13  0.715 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                       0.00  0.967 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                       0.01  0.913 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*25% v.s. 5% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*20% v.s. 60%*          0.08  0.781 

  25% v.s. 5% 

Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%*         0.15  0.695 

  25% v.s. 5% 

w/o v.s. with MKP*                       0.01  0.909 

  Rule 1 v.s. Rule 7*20% v.s. 60%* 

  25% v.s. 5% 

Error 

Total 

 

Figure 5-4: ANOVA for MKP Experiments 
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The CPU times consumed by the MKP first stage are not reported here for brevity.  

Additional MKP computation times are less than 0.05 seconds for all instances. 

 

5.3.3 Comparison of Implicit Enumeration versus Single-Pass Priority Rule 

Section 4.2.3.3 presents an implicit enumeration algorithm for minimizing 

makespan under non-constant resource availability.  Non-systematic computational 

experiment shows that the implicit enumeration single project scheduling algorithm is 

computational expensive yet does not show much profit improvement.   

Since the branch and bound algorithm is very time consuming, we may utilize the 

finding of the previous section, which says that MKP can reduce the candidate project 

pool size correctly for many instances.  In the future, we may consider using MKP 

combined with the implicit enumeration algorithm and compare it to the maximum profit 

priority plus MINSLK. 

 

5.3.4 Solution Quality 

We discuss the solution quality together with that by a new algorithm in the next 

chapter.  Please refer to Section 6.16 for details. 

 

5.4 Summary of Conclusions 
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In this chapter, we conducted a series of computation experiments.  The major result 

is the finding of the top three priority rules.  The first stage MKP formulation does not 

seem to work well, at least if a good priority rule is used.  However, it may serve as a 

stand-alone decision aid to do project screening before considering project schedules.  

The implicit enumeration (IE) algorithm for single project scheduling algorithm does not 

show much potential either.   
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6 AN IMPLICIT ENUMERATION HEURISTIC 

Specifically for the single mode project selection and scheduling problem with non-

preemptive tasks, an enumeration heuristic is proposed in this chapter.  The idea is to 

implicitly enumerate all possible priority sequences for projects and find the optimal 

priority sequence, which would yield the highest profit under our heuristic framework.  

Since we have proved that prioritization of projects (in Chapter 3, by counter examples) 

will not lead us to optimal profit in general, the enumeration will not be optimal in 

general.  However, as what will be shown later, this enumeration heuristic provides 

significant solution improvement over the prioritization scheme discussed in earlier 

chapters.  It takes the cost of reasonable additional computational time yet provides a 

good alternative solution strategy to the problem. 

This chapter is organized in a narrative manner.  Elements of the algorithm are 

introduced from Section 6.1 to 6.11 one by one.  Section 6.12 puts all the pieces together 

and gives a formal description of the algorithm.  A detailed flow chart is provided in 

Appendix A.  A small example instance is used to help illustrating the algorithm 

throughout the entire chapter.  Section 6.13 validates the algorithm by executing it on the 

small example instance.  Lastly, Section 6.14 reports computation results that show the 

power of this implicit enumeration algorithm. 

 

6.1 Enumeration Algorithm 
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It is best to illustrate our algorithm with an example.  Here is an example as in 

Figure 6-1.  The first column gives five projects, each having only one non-dummy task.  

The time it takes to execute that task and the units of resource consumed for each active 

period of that task is specified above and below the task, respectively.  Assume that there 

is only one single resource type involved and the availability is 6 units for every time 

period.  The second column expands the resource consumption of each project/task in a 

vector form.  For example, as of project 2, “rkt: [2,2,2]”  tells us that project 2 takes 3 

time periods to complete and it requires 2 resource units per period.  The third column 

gives the profit generated by each project as a function of the project completion.  For 

example, if project 1 completes in time period 1, it would generate a profit of 2 dollars.  

If it is chosen to be pursued but it is not completed until the 6th period, we would lose 1 

dollar.  We also call these profit functions as profit profiles. 
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Figure 6-1: Example for Enumeration of Project Priority Sequences 

 
Given the above pool of candidate projects, our task is to find a subset of the 

projects and schedule them to complete with maximum profit return, subject to the 

limited amount of resources available.  To compute a good solution using reasonable 

amount of computation time, we resort to a generally sub-optimal method.  We plan to 

implicitly enumerate all possible priority sequences for the projects and record the best 

solution that we found.  By “implicitly”, we meant to not explicitly consider all priority 

sequences.  Yet when we are done, we know for sure that the best priority sequence we 

found is guaranteed to be better than any of the ones that we did not evaluate explicitly.   
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A priority sequence is an ordering of candidate projects.  A solution to the 

problem is obtained by scheduling the projects through multiple stages following that 

order.  At each scheduling stage, remaining resources are devoted to a single project until 

it is completed.  After each scheduling/evaluation of an individual project, resource 

availability is updated and profit is accumulated.  When all projects are completed, the 

total profit is then associated to the sequence. 

An obvious improvement to the priority sequence decoding is as follows.  If an 

individual project results in a non-positive profit, we do not deduct the resource 

consumption by this project and do not record the negative profit contribution either.  For 

this reason, at each stage of the decoding process, we also refer the scheduling of a single 

project as an evaluation of a project.   

For a project pool containing 5 projects, a total number of 5! = 120 priority 

sequences are possible.  Complete evaluation would require (5 + 5·4 + 5·4·3 + 5·4·3·2 + 

5·4·3·2·1) = 325 single project evaluations.  For the general case of n projects, a total 

number of n! sequences are available.  The number of single project schedules required 

would be 
1

( 1) ... ( 1)
n

m

n n n m
=

⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − +∑ .  Hence, effective fathoming of branches of the 

enumeration tree is crucial in terms of reducing computational time. 

 

6.2 Fathoming Rule 1 (Negativity Fathoming) 

The first fathoming rule is based on the sign of profit for an evaluation.  If a 

project results in a non-positive profit at a node of the search tree, we can fathom all 
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branches emanating from this node.  This is legitimate because we know that we would 

either have evaluated or will evaluate a better sequence.  Take the following example as 

in Figure 6-2.  The number in the middle of the each node (circle) represents the project 

evaluated at this node.  The node number is written below circles and the profit realized 

is placed above the circles.   

Initially, we start with evaluating project 1 and we obtained a profit of +2 (please 

refer to Gantt chart as in Figure 6-3).  Then we proceed by adding project 2 into the 

schedule and gain an additional profit of +3.  Upon evaluating the 3rd project down the 

path, project 3, it turns out that project 3 becomes non-profitable when delayed to period 

3.  At this point, we can fathom all nodes emanating from node 3.  For example, later in 

the search tree, we would visit such sequences as 1-2-4-5-3 or 1-2-5-4-3.  Sequence 1-2-

4-5-3 would dominate sequence 1-2-3-4-5, since we have the assumption that project 

profits are non-increasing function of completion times.  Likewise, sequence 1-2-5-4-3 

dominates 1-2-3-5-4. 
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Figure 6-2: Example for Fathoming Rule 1 (Negativity Fathoming) 

 

 
Figure 6-3: Gantt Chart 

 
6.3 Fathoming Rule 2 (Improved Negativity Fathoming) 
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We could immediately realize the following:  For the example above (Figure 6-2 

and Figure 6-3), project 3 could actually be eliminated from consideration for any 

branches emanating from node 2.  In other words, if project 3 results in non-positive 

profit with the remaining resources at node 2, it would never yield positive profit later.  

The dominating sequences, 1-2-4-5-3 and 1-2-5-4-3, can actually be simplified as 1-2-4-5 

and 1-2-5-4, respectively.  This is true, again, due to the fact that project returns are 

assumed to be non-increasing with respect to completion time and that project completion 

time will not become earlier as remaining resource reduces. 
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Figure 6-4: Example for Fathoming Rule 2 

 
6.4 Definition of a Enumeration Node 

This section will discuss what information to keep at an enumeration node.  With 

the definition for a node, we could then describe the enumeration algorithm and how FR1 

& FR2 can be implemented.  Define a node to contain the following information: 
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1. Node number, n 

2. Parent node number, pn 

3. Project scheduled at this node, in 

4. Profit realized by the project scheduled at this node, fn 

5. Cumulative profit at this node, cfn 

6. Job finish times for this project, tnj 

7. Remaining resources, [Rkt]n 

8. set Fn: set of Finished projects up to the current node n 

9. set En: set of Eligible projects to branch into, i.e. projects that are not scheduled 

and not fathomed 

10. set Vn: set of Visited projects from immediate successor nodes 

11. set In: set of candidate projects for Immediate successor nodes, In= En \ Vn 

12. set En
i: initial state of En 

 

Specifically, node number is a sequential numeral for the node in the enumeration 

tree.  The parent node number keeps track of the structure of the tree (short for 

enumeration tree).  Only one project is scheduled at each node, noted as in.  The profit 

realized by this project is recorded as fn and the cumulative profit along the path leading 

from the dummy start node to the current node is noted as cfn.  The job-finish-times (i.e., 

a feasible schedule) for the current project is kept as tnj, standing for job finish time of job 

j of the project scheduled at node n.  Item 7, remaining resources, are the residue 

resources after the consumption of the current project is deducted.  Item 8 keeps track of 
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the set of projects scheduled along the path leading to the current node, including the one 

at the current node.  Notice that a path represents a selection of a subset of projects and 

also provides a feasible schedule for each of the selected projects.  

Item 9, 10 and 11 controls the enumeration process.  Item 9, the set of eligible 

projects, represents the set of projects that are not scheduled, yet will potentially be 

profitable if scheduled with the remaining resources at this node.  Item 10, the set of 

visited projects, represents the set of projects which has been evaluated based on the 

residue resources at the current node.  Item 11, the set of immediate eligible projects, is 

initially set to be the same as the eligible set for each new node.  The use of these three 

sets will become clear when we go to the example. 

The last item, item 12, records the initial state of the eligible set.  As we will see 

later, the eligible set may be reduced in size, due to fathoming rule 2.  Item 12 will be 

used for a fathoming rule that we will develop later, Fathoming Rule 5 (FR5: the 

asymmetry fathoming rule).  Keeping track of En
i will give more fathoming power to FR5.  

In summary, a node can be graphically displayed as in Figure 6-5: 
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Figure 6-5: Illustration for a Node 
 

6.5 The Enumeration Process - A Peek View 

Let us come back to the example, with five candidate projects.  We intend to 

enumerate all possible priority sequences and construct feasible schedules following each 

sequence.  Out of the all possible schedules, we want to find the one with the highest total 

profit.  Our scheme is a depth-first search algorithm.  The eligible set (E0) and immediate 

eligible set (I0) for node 0 are both initialized to be the entire set of the candidate projects, 

i.e. project 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  The visited set (V0) is set to be empty.  Initialize resources 

[Rkt]0 = [6,6,6,6,6,6]. 

Starting from node zero with no project scheduled, we select the first project in 

the immediate eligible set (Item 11 as in the previous section) of node 0, I0.  Let’s call this 

project as project h and assume h = 1.  With the remaining resources available to node 0, 

[Rkt]0, we evaluate this project h and see how much profit we can get by completing it as 
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soon as we can.  In the mean time, we remove h from I0 and add it to V0 (now I0 = 

{2,3,4,5} and V0 = {1}). 

Project h = 1 results in a positive profit of +2 (see Figure 6-6).  We thus branch 

into a new node, node 1.  We record the local and cumulative profit data as (+2,+2) and 

take note of the remaining resources  [Rkt]1 = [3,6,6,6,6,6].  We set the eligible set of node 

1, E1, to be the eligible set of its parent node less the project just scheduled at node 1, i.e. 

E1 = E0 \ {h} = {2,3,4,5}.  The immediate eligible set of node 1, I1, is initialized to be 

equal to E1 (I1 = E1 = {2,3,4,5}).  Visited set for node 1, V1, is set to beempty (V1 = 

{empty}). 

From node 1, we pick the first project in its immediate eligible set (I1), h = 2 in 

this case, and evaluate it with the remaining resource of node 1 (as in Figure 6-6).  In the 

mean time, we remove h = 2 from the immediate eligible set of node 1, I1, and add it to 

the visited set of node 1, V1.  If project 2 results in positive profit, we would branch into a 

new node.  This is the case in our example: project 2 results in +3 profit.  Hence, we 

branch into node 2.  Initialize E2 = E1 \ {h} = {3,4,5}, I2 = E2 = {3,4,5} and V2 = {empty} 

and record left-over resources [Rkt]2 = [1,4,4,6,6,6].  Notice that the node subscripts are 

omitted for brevity in the diagrams. 

If applicable, we update the best cumulative profit each time we branch into a 

new node.  For example, from node 0 to node 1, we update the best profit to be +2.  From 

node 1 to node 2, we update the best profit to be +5. 
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Figure 6-6: Evolution to Node 1 and 2 
 

If a selected project h results in a non-positive profit, w do not branch into a new 

node, but get ready to try next project in the immediate eligible set, In, due to FR1.  

 

In the mean time, we would eliminate h from the eligible set of the current node. 

En = En \ {h} via fathoming rule 2 (FR2).  By eliminating project h from the eligible set 
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En, it will never be evaluated until we backtrack to parent node of node n, i.e. when more 

resources than that of node n is available. 

For example, when we pick the first project from I2, h = 3, and evaluate it.  It 

actually yields 0 profit.  Hence, we remove it from the eligible set of node 2, E2 = E2 \ {3} 

= {4,5} (In the mean time, we made the changes I2 = I2 \ {3} = {4,5} and V2 = V2 + {3} = 

{3} before we evaluate the project).  For later node emanating from node 2, project 3 

would never to considered again.  Please see Figure 6-7. 

 
Figure 6-7: Illustration 1 of FR2, Enhanced Negativity Fathoming 
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6.6 Fathoming Rule 4 - Asymmetry Fathoming Rule 

The enumeration process continues as in Figure 6-8.  Project 4 was selected from 

I2 for evaluation, yielding a positive profit of +2.  I2 = I2 \ {4} = {5} and V2 = V2 + {4} = 

{3,4}.  We branch into node 3, which is the new best node found.  The eligible set E3 and 

the immediate eligible set I3 are both initialized to be {5}, since project 3 was fathomed 

at node 2 via FR2.  The only immediate eligible project, project 5, is selected.  I3 = I3 \ {5} 

= {empty} and V3 = V3 + {5} = {5}.  Project 5 is evaluated but yields zero profit.  We 

now backtrack to the parent node, node 2, since the immediate eligible set I3 is empty. 

We select project 5 from the I2 and evaluate it.  I2 = I2 \ {5} = {empty} and V2 = 

V2 + {4} = {3,4,5}.  Project 5 results in +2 profit.  Hence, we branch into a new node, 

node 4.  E4 = E2 \ {5} = {4}, I4 = E4 = {4} and V4 = {empty}.  We select h = 4 from I4.  

Let I4 = I4 \ {h} = {empty} and V4 = V4 + {4} = {4}.  The only immediate eligible project, 

project 4 is evaluated yet results in -1 profit.  By FR2, let E4 = E4 \ {4} = {empty}.   

Now that I4 is empty, backtrack to node 2.  I2 is also empty, backtrack to node 1.  

Select h = 3 from I1, I1 = I1 \ {3} = {4,5}, V1 = V1 + {3} = {2,3} and evaluate project 3 

with the remaining resources at node 1.  Project 3 results in +2 profit and thus a new node, 

node 5 is branched into.  E5 = E1 \ {3} = {2,4,5}, I5 = E5 = {2,4,5} and V5 = {empty}. 

Now select the first project, h = 2, from V5 and evaluate it.  It turns out that 

project 2 is able to contribute +1 amount of profit and thus we branch into node 6.  Let E6 

= E5 \ {2} = {4,5}, I6 = E6 = {4,5} and V6 = {empty}.  Here is where we would show 

another fathoming rule, the fourth fathoming rule (FR4) - Asymmetry Fathoming Rule. 
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Fathom Rule 4 (FR4): “Asymmetry Fathoming” 

If for the current node n, there exists a previously searched node q (q < n), such 

that: 

1) cfn <= cfq , i.e. node n achieves no more profit than node q 

2) En is a subset of Eq 
i (the initial state of Eq), i.e. node n has no more 

remaining eligible projects than node q 

3) [Rkt]n <= [Rkt]q, for all k, t, i.e. for every time period and every resource 

type, node n has no more remaining resources than node q. 

Then the current node n is fathomed by node q, backtrack. 

 

From Figure 6-8, we can see that node 6 (the n node) satisfies the above 

conditions described in FR4.  The dominating node is node 2 (the q node).  The 

cumulative profit at node 6 is the same as that of node 2, both being +5.  E6 = {4,5} is a 

subset of E2
i = {3,4,5}.  Lastly, [Rkt]6 = [1,2,4,4,6,6] is no more than [Rkt]2 = [1,4,4,6,6,6] 

for any time period.  This implies that branching from node 6 would never lead us to 

better total profit than we would have found by branching from node 2.  Thus, node 6 is 

fathomed by node 2.  Backtrack to node 5. 

A note is that condition 2 above uses E2
i
 rather than E2.  E2

i
 represents the initial 

state of the eligible set, or the initial potential profit-contributing candidate projects at 

node 2.  Using E2
i
 instead of E2 gives more fathoming power to the rule. 

The resource availability is updated during the branching process.  The resource 

availability at current node is computed by deducting the consumption of current project 
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from resource availability at parent node.  When backtracking happens, the resource 

availability is restored to the values recorded at its parent node. 

 

 
Figure 6-8: Illustration of FR4, Asymmetry Fathoming 

 
 
6.7 FR2 Black List 

This is one improvement that we infuse into fathoming rule 2.  This specific 

improvement seeks to reduce the number of evaluations, i.e. the number of single project 

scheduling executed.  The idea is as follows.  When we found a project to be non-

profitable, we want to remember under what condition this project would no longer be 
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profitable.  Specifically, we record the remaining resource profile for each fathomed 

project via FR2 by keeping track of a black list.   

This black list is accrued and checked throughout the search process.  Whenever a 

project h is fathomed by FR2, we add an item {v, [Rkt]q, q} to the black list.  Then, for 

every new node created, we would filter through every project in the eligible set (En).  If 

for a project v in En, we find an item {v, [Rkt]q, q} in the black list where v is listed and 

that [Rkt]q >= [Rkt]n for all k, t, we would immediately remove v from En.  Through 

computational experiment, we found that this help reduced the number of single project 

scheduling significantly.  Formally, FR2 Black List Rule can be described as follows: 

 

“FR2 Black List Fathoming”: 

If for a new node n and a black-listed item {v, [Rkt]q, q} in the black list (n >= q), 

1) [Rkt]n <= [Rkt]q, for all k and t, 

2) project v was fathomed at node q via FR2. 

Then project v should also be fathomed at node n, i.e. v should not be present in 

En. 

FR2 black list rule can be illustrated by the previous example as the search 

process is branching from node 9 to node 10 (Figure 6-9).  When we branch from node 9 

into node 10, E10 is initially set to be {3,5}.  However, by employing the FR2 black list, 

we found out that project 3 could actually be fathomed since we already fathomed it at 

node 2 with a more gracious remaining resource profile ([Rkt]10 = [1,0,0,6,6,6] v.s. [Rkt]2 = 

[1,,4,4,6,6,6]).  Project 5 could also be fathomed due to the recorded black list item 
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generated at node 3, i.e. {5, [1,0,0,6,6,6], 3}.  Hence, due to the FR2 black list, the 

eligible set (E10) and immediate eligible set (I10) for node 10 are empty.  Thus, we can 

backtrack to node 9 without evaluating project 3 or 5. 

 

 
Figure 6-9: Use of FR2 Black List 

 
6.8 Fathoming Rule 5 - Symmetry Fathoming Rule 

The symmetry breaking rule can be stated as follows: 

 

Fathom Rule 5 (FR5): “Symmetry Fathoming” 

If for the current node n, there exists a previously searched node q (q < n), such 

that: 

1) cfn <= cfq , i.e. less or equal profit 
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2) Fn is same as Fq , i.e. completed same projects 

3) [Rkt]n <= [Rkt]q, for all k, t, i.e. less or equal resources 

Then the current node n is fathomed by node q, backtrack. 

 

FR5 intends to avoid searching in the same solution subspace.  It states that if a 

new node n completes the same set of projects with a previously searched node q, 

resulting in no better profit and no better left-over resources, there is no need to search 

further from node n and we should backtrack.  An example Gantt chart for FR5 is shown 

in Figure 6-10.  The search path of “4-2-1-…” is equivalent to “2-4-1-…” in this case.  

Hence, after we explored “2-4-1-…”, there should be no need to search from “4-2-1-…”.  

We can backtrack. 

 

 
Figure 6-10: Symmetry Fathoming Rule 
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Through observation, FR5 seems to be redundant when FR4 combined with FR2 

blacklist are employed.  Regarding the Gantt chart in Figure 6-10, this observation can 

been seen later when the entire search tree is presented.  However, more rigorous analysis 

is needed to prove this observation.  

 

6.9 Upper Bound Fathoming (FR3) 

Fathoming rules 1 and 2 above depend on the fact that the profit of a project 

results in a non-positive numeral with certain remaining resource profiles.  If most 

evaluations yield positive profit, such fathoming rules may not be very effective.  In 

reality, we may change the “negativity rules” to be “threshold rules”.  That is, we may 

state a threshold under which a project would be fathomed, just as we did in FR1 and 

FR2.  For example, such a rule may assert: “we will not pursue a project if it yields a 

profit less than ten thousand dollars.” 

Another fathoming rule, which is not dependent on thresholds, may strengthen the 

algorithm.  The best node (with highest profit) can serve as a global profit lower bound 

(LB) to the problem.  That is to say: we can do at least as much profit as this node.  At 

each new node, we can compute a profit upper bound (UB) for the solution space 

emanating from the node.  This is to compute an upper bound on the highest profit 

possible by branching from the node.  If we find that the UB for this node is no higher 

than the LB, we may fathom the current node and backtrack.  One way to compute upper 

bounds is by finding the objectives of the following optimization problems. 
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1) Aggregate Resource Consumption Upper Bound (UBag) 

The idea for this upper bound is to aggregate the resource consumption by each 

project and treat each project as one single flexible task.  It is assumed that this task is 

completely “flexible”, i.e. it is treated like a fluid mass.  By solving the following 

mathematical program, the solution decides which project(s) in the eligible set to pursue 

and the maximum profit possible if they are treated like fluid quantities.  Let’s look at the 

formulation first and then we would examine a brief example for the concept of fluid 

quantity. 

 

Indices: 

� i ∈  En = {set of eligible projects for node n} 

� t = 1,2,…,T (planning time horizon) 

 

Decision Variables: 

� Yi = 1, if project i is selected, 0 otherwise 

� Cit = 1, if project i completes in period t, 0 otherwise. 

� Xit ≥ 0: continuous non-negative variable, intensity (resource consumption) of 

project i in period t. 

 

Data Coefficients: 

� P(i, t): profit by project i if completes in period t. 

� 
t kt

k

R R=∑ : aggregate remaining resource availability in period t. 
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� 
i ijk ij

k j

a r d= ⋅∑∑ : aggregate resource consumption by project i. 

 

Formulation for computing UBag (aggregated upper bound): 

 

Max  ( , )
it

i t

P i t C⋅∑∑  

s.t.  

,            
it i i

t

X Y a i= ⋅ ∀∑      (selection) 

,            it t

i

X R t≤ ∀∑       (capacity) 

,            

,       ,

it i

t

T T

i i i

t t

C Y i

X a C i tτ τ
τ τ= =

 = ∀


 ≤ ⋅ ∀


∑

∑ ∑
     (house keeping) 

 
Xit ≥ 0,  
Yi binary,  
Cit binary. 

 
The objective is to maximize total profit achievable.  The first set of constraints 

states that enough activities/resources need to be allocated to a project if it is selected.  

The second set of constraints makes sure that the remaining resource capacity for each 

time period should not be exceeded.  The third set of constraints are house keeping 

constraints which enforce correct relationships among the completion indicator variables, 

Cit, the project selection decision variable, Yi, and the intensity variables, Xit. 

To illustrate the concept of fluid quantity, let’s look at a brief example.  At node 7 

of the previous example, we have project {1, 3, 4} completed and project {2, 5} being 

eligible (Figure 6-11).  If we were to choose to pursue project 2, the Gantt chart illustrates 

how the mathematical program would allocate resources to project 2.  That is, it would 
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allocate any resource units available to project 2 until a total of 6 units are assigned to 

project 2.  Then the program assumes project 2 completes at the last period that project 2 

is still active.  

 

 
Figure 6-11: Illustration of Fluid Quantity Concept 

 
There are a few implementation details for using this upper bound as well as the 

upper bound in the next section.  First, you may have observed that the above 

mathematical program is actually a Mixed-Integer Program (MIP).  Solving a MIP is 

computationally expensive in general and it is observed to be true in our case as well.  In 
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practice, we would solve the relaxation to the MIP to compute for upper bounds, which is 

much faster than solving the MIP.  We are aware that we are actually trading off the 

quality of the upper bound with the computational time. 

Second, when we are solving the relaxation, we would trim the profit data for 

each project i, P(i.t), such that P(i.t) = 0 for all t < CPLi, where CPLi is the critical path 

length of project i.  Third, when we solve the LP relaxation, we often end up with 

fractional objective values, although all values of P(i.t) are integers.  We can round the 

optimal objective values to its floor to get a tighter upper bound. 

 

2) Split Resource Type Upper Bound (UBk): 

The second mathematical program for computing upper bound is similar to the 

previous one.  It aggregates resource consumption over activities but not through 

different resource types.  By doing this, we hope to get a tighter upper bound than the 

previous one.  Formally, the formulation is described as follows: 

 

Indices: 

� i ∈  En = {set of eligible projects for node n} 

� t = 1,2,…,T (planning time periods) 

� k = 1,2,…,K  (number of resource types) 

 

Decision Variables: 

� Yi = 1, if project i is selected, 0 otherwise 
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� Cit = 1, if project i completes in period t, 0 otherwise. 

� Xikt≥0: continuous variable, intensity of project i in resource type k during period t. 

 

Data Coefficients: 

� P(i, t): profit by project i if completes in period t. 

� Rkt: remaining resource availability of type k in period t. 

� 
ik ijk ij

j

a r d= ⋅∑ : aggregate resource consumption of type k by project i. 

 

Formulation for UBk (aggregated upper bound): 

 

Max  ( , )
it

i t

P i t C⋅∑∑  

s.t.  

 ,            ,
ikt i ik

t

X Y a i k= ⋅ ∀∑      (selection) 

 ,            ,
ikt kt

i

X R k t≤ ∀∑      (capacity) 

,            

,       , ,

it i

t

T T

ik ik i

t t

C Y i

X a C i k tτ τ
τ τ= =

 = ∀


 ≤ ⋅ ∀


∑

∑ ∑
    (house keeping) 

 
Xikt ≥ 0,  
Yi binary,  
Cit binary. 

 
 

The objective is to maximize total profit.  The three sets of constraints are similar 

to the previous ones, except that each resource type is treated independently.  
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6.10 A Few Other Possible Fathoming Rules 

There are a few other fathoming rules which we have not implemented yet, but 

would like to discuss the idea in this section.  We plan to test these rules during future 

research. 

 

6.10.1 Fathoming Rule 6 – Project Latest Start Time Fathoming 

The idea of project latest start time fathoming rule is as follows: for each project, 

based on it profit profile, we may do a preprocessing and compute a latest start time 

beyond which this project would not be profitable.  This latest start time can be simply 

computed as the earliest time period in which the project becomes non-profitable minus 

the project’s critical path length.  Similar to FR2 Black List fathoming, we may screen 

through each project i in the eligible set En.  The earliest start time possible for project i 

can be found out by taking the minimum of the earliest possible start times of all jobs that 

are immediate successor to the dummy start job.  If this project early start time exceeds 

the latest start time obtained through preprocessing, we can immediately eliminate this 

project from the eligible set En.  This fathoming rule does not rely on solving an LP-

relaxation.  Thus it should be a relatively quick check computationally. 

Furthermore, this idea can be expand to a task latest start time fathoming.  

Specifically, based on the profit profile, a pre-processing can be executed to compute the 

latest start time for every task of each project.  This pre-processing can be done by 

executing a backward pass of the critical path method starting from the earliest time 
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period when a project becomes non-profitable.  During execution of single project 

scheduling subroutines, either by MINSLK or by implicit enumeration, any task whose 

earliest possible start time exceeds its latest start time would allow us to fathom the entire 

project.  That is, we could stop at the middle of a single project scheduling and quit well 

in advance, knowing that continuing this project would not yield positive contribution to 

total profit. 

 

6.10.2 Fathoming Rule 7 – Aggregate Resource Fathoming 

This fathoming rule is similar to the aggregate upper bound fathoming rule 

described in Section 6.9.  The difference is that we consider all projects in En during FR3 

and compute an upper bound for the future profit contribution by using aggregate 

resource consumptions.  When we have more than one project, we need to solve an LP-

relaxation to a mixed-integer program.  During the current fathoming rule, however, we 

examine the projects in En one by one.  For each project i in En, it can be eliminated from 

En if there exists a resource type k, for which 
1

iLFT

kt ik

t

R a
=

≤∑  holds.  Here, Rkt represents the 

residue resource of type k available in period t and aik stands for the aggregate resource 

consumption of type k by project i, i.e. 
ik ijk ij

j

a r d= ⋅∑ .  Comparing to solving a LP-

relaxation, this becomes a much quicker check. 

  

6.11 Initial Ordering of Candidate Projects 
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Recall from Chapter 5 that we found that priority sequences are important in 

determining the total profit achievable.  Specifically, we found that the maximum profit 

per unit resource yields good solution in most cases.  Hence, for the enumeration scheme 

described in this chapter, we actually pre-sort projects in the “max profit/resource” order 

before we start the enumeration.  This, hopefully, would lead us to a better lower bound 

earlier and thus would accelerate the computation when UB fathoming is employed.  This 

pre-processing has been applied to the small example instance described at the beginning 

of this chapter.  

 

6.12 Evaluation of a Single Project 

So far, we didn’t mention how we evaluate a project.  This can be done by various 

ways available from the literature or from Section 4.2.3 of this manuscript.  Any 

algorithm that seeks to minimize makespan while subject to non-constant resource 

availability may be used.   

Specifically, we use the Single Pass Priority Scheduling with MINSLK rule, 

which is documented in Section 4.2.3.1.  This algorithm does not guarantee optimal 

single project scheduling, yet it is very fast.  We need to use a fast single project 

scheduling algorithm, since this algorithm will be employed many times to complete an 

enumeration process. 

If maximum profit is more desirable than short computational time, we may 

replace the MINSLK subroutine by the implicit enumeration scheme described in Section 

4.2.3.3.  This may give us higher profit at cost of longer computation time. 
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6.13 The Algorithm and Flowchart (in Appendix A) 

Now we are ready to describe the algorithm in a formal manner.  The next section 

will also present the complete enumeration process for the small example instance.  

Before we go into the algorithm, let us look at several environmental variables for the 

enumeration. 

1. Current node -- n 

2. New node -- m 

3. Resource availability [Rkt] 

4. Enumeration Tree 

5. FR2 black list 

Most of these variables are self-explanatory.  Item 3, resource availability [Rkt], is 

an auxiliary copy of resource variables that keeps track of how much resource is 

remaining  at the current decision point.  Item 4, the enumeration tree, is simple a vector 

of nodes.  The parent node variable at each node n, pn, records the structure of the tree.  

Now we can elaborate the algorithm as follows: 

 

Step 1 (Initialization):  

Pre-sort the projects in non-increasing profit/resource order.  Let current node n = 

0.  Parent node p0 = - 999.  Profit f0 = 0.  Cumulative profit cf0 = 0.  Initialize [Rkt]0 to be 

the initial resources available.  Let the finish set F0 = {empty} and the eligible set E0 to 
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be the set of all candidate projects.  Let V0 = {empty} and I0 = E0.  Record the initial state 

of E0, i.e. E0
i = E0.  Add the current node, node 0, to the enumeration tree. 

 

Step 2 (Branching): 

Check if the immediate eligible set of the current node, Icurr, is empty.  If Icurr is 

empty, go to step 4 (Backtrack).  Otherwise, proceed to the rest of step 2. 

Pick the first project in Icurr, e.g. project h.  Add project h to the visited set of 

current node, i.e. Vcurr = Vcurr + {h}, and remove h from Icurr, i.e. Icurr = Icurr \ {h}.  Update 

the status of Vcurr and Icurr in the enumeration tree.  

Try to schedule project h to complete as soon as possible, using the remaining 

resources [Rkt].  Compute the profit realized by project h as variable profit by plugging 

the completion time into the profit function Pht. 

If profit <= 0, activate fathoming rule 1 and 2 (FR1 and FR2).  Remove project h 

from the eligible set of current node, Ecurr, i.e. Ecurr = Ecurr \ {h}.  Update the status of 

Ecurr in the enumeration tree.  Append {h, Rkt, current node number n} to the FR2 black 

list.  Go to step 3 (Fathoming Rules Check).  If profit > 0, proceed to the rest of the 

current step. 

Deduct the resource consumption of project h from [Rkt], i.e. [Rkt] = [Rkt] – res{h} 

as a symbolic notation.  Obtain the new node number as the size of the enumeration tree, 

i.e. m = Tree size.  Let current node be the parent node of the new node, i.e. pm = n.  Let 

the scheduled project at the new node be h, i.e. im = h.  Let the profit realized by the 

project equal to profit, i.e. fm = profit.  Let the cumulative profit at new node m be the 
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profit realized by h plus the cumulative profit at current node n, i.e. cfm = cfn + fm.  Record 

scheduled job finish times of project h at the new node (when we are decoding the 

solution, we would retrieve this information).  Record the remaining resource [Rkt]m = 

[Rkt]. 

Let the finish set of the new node be the finish set of current node plus project h, 

i.e. Fm = Fn + {h}.  Let the eligible set of the new node equal to the eligible set of current 

node less project h, i.e. Em = En \ {h}.  For each element i in Em, go through the FR2 

black list, remove i from Em if the conditions hold. 

Let the visited set of new node be empty, i.e. Vm = {empty}.  Let the immediate 

eligible set be same as the eligible set, i.e. Im = Em.  Record the initial state of Em, i.e. Em
i 

= Em.  Add the new node m to the enumeration tree.  Branch into the new node m, i.e. 

current node n = new node m symbolically. 

Check if the cumulative profit at current node is higher than the best node 

recorded.  If yes, update the best node to be the current node and go back to step 2.  If not, 

proceed to step 3 (Fathoming Rules Check). 

 

Step 3. (Fathoming Rules Check): 

 Check if the immediate eligible set, Icurr, is empty.  If yes, go to step 4 (Backtrack).  

If not, proceed to the rest of the current step. 

Check if the current node is fathomed by FR4 (Asymmetry Fathoming Rule).  If 

yes, go to step 4 (Backtrack).  If not, proceed to the rest of the current step. 
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Check if the current node is fathomed by FR5 (Symmetry Fathoming Rule).  If 

yes, go to step 4 (Backtrack).  If not, proceed to the rest of the current step. 

Check if the current node is fathomed by FR3 (Upper Bound Fathoming Rule).  If 

yes, go to step 4 (Backtrack).  If not, go to step 2 (Branching). 

 

Step 4. (Backtrack): 

 Check if current node is node 0.  If yes, stop with the optimal priority sequence.  

Pull out the best node.  Retrieve the scheduled projects by tracing back from the best 

node to node 0.  Output the cumulative profit, profit by project and scheduled finish times 

of the jobs.  If current node is not yet node 0, find the parent node of current node 

(current node = parent node, symbolically).  Restore resource availability to that of the 

parent node ([Rkt] = [Rkt]curr).  Go to step 2 (Branching). 

(END of the enumeration heuristic) 

 

Lastly, we provide a detailed flowchart for the algorithm in Appendix A. 

 

6.14 Complete Enumeration Tree for the Example 

With the flowchart at hand, we would like to execute the algorithm on the small 

instance example discussed earlier in the chapter.  This would validate and demonstrate 

the algorithm we developed.  For convenience, Figure 6-1 is repeated below. 
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It takes solving mathematical programs to compute the UB.  Hence, we omitted 

the UB fathoming during the execution discussed below.  For simplicity, the subscripts of 

the node variables are omitted.  For example, the eligible set of node n, En, would be 

noted as E in short.  The following execution encompasses FR1, FR2, FR2 black list, 

FR4 and FR5. 

 

Execution of the Simple Instance Example: 

First, pre-sort the project to follow max profit/resource order.  It is so in this case.  

Project 1 through 5 follows non-increasing profit/resource order.  Initialize node 0.  
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Based on the profit profile, a planning horizon length of 6 time periods is sufficient (T = 

6).  After T, all projects become non-profitable.  Also note that we use [] to represent a 

vector and {} to represent a set or a black list item. 

 

Enumeration Tree Part 1 (Node 0 to node 7, Figure 6-12): 

Initialize the best profit to zero and the best node to node 0.  Initialize [Rkt]0 = 

[6,6,6,6,6,6], i.e. 6 units for each time period.  Let both profit and cumulative profit be 

zero for node 0.  Let the finish set F0 = {empty} and the eligible set be the set of all 

candidate projects, i.e. E0 = {1,2,3,4,5}.  Let V0 = {empty} and I0 = E0 = {1,2,3,4,5}.  

Record the initial state of E0, i.e. E0
i = E0 = {1,2,3,4,5}.  Add node 0 to the tree and go to 

step 2.  (Please see Figure 6-12.) 

Pick the first project in E0, h = 1, and schedule it to complete as early as possible.  

Project 1 completes in period 1 and achieves a profit of +2.  Update V0 = {1} and I0 = 

{2,3,4,5}.  Branch into node 1.  Record the (profit, cumulative profit) as (+2, +2).  

Record job finish time as [1].  Deduct resource consumption and record [Rkt] = 

[3,6,6,6,6,6].  Record finish set F1 = {empty} + {1} = {1}.  Let E1 = {1,2,3,4,5} \ {1} = 

{2,3,4,5}.  FR2 black list is empty, thus let V1 = {empty} and I1 = E1 = {2,3,4,5}.  Record 

E1
i = {2,3,4,5}, add node 1 to the tree and let current node be node 1.  Current node, node 

1, is better than the best node, node 0.  Update node 1 to be the best node and +2 to be the 

best profit.  Go to step 2. 

Pick the first project from E1, h = 2.  Update V1 = {2} and I1 = {3,4,5}.  Project 2 

completes in period 3 with [Rkt] = [3,6,6,6,6,6] and results in +3 profit.  Branch into node 
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2.  Record profits (+3, +5) and job finish time [3].  Deduct resource consumption, [Rkt] = 

[1,4,4,6,6,6], and record it at node 2.  Record F2 = F1 + {2} = {1,2}.  Let E2 = {2,3,4,5} \ 

{2} = {3,4,5}.  FR2 black list is empty, thus let V2 = {empty} and I2 = {3,4,5}.  Record 

E2
i = {3,4,5}, add node 2 to the tree and let current node be node 2.  Node 2 is better than 

node 1, the previous best node.  Update node 2 to be the best node and +5 be the best 

profit.  Go to step 2. 

Pick the first project from E2, h = 3.  Update V2 = {3} and I2 = {4,5}.  Project 3 

completes in period 3 and results in zero profit (Figure 6-13).  Invoke FR1 and FR2, 

remove h = 3 from E2, E2 = {4,5}, and update E2 in the tree.  Append {project 3, 

[1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2} to the FR2 black list.  Go to step 3 (Fathoming Rules Check). 

The immediate eligible set for node 2, I2 = {4,5}, is not empty.  Go to fathoming 

rules check by FR4.  Node 2 is not fathomed by FR4.  Go to FR5 check.  Node 2 is not 

fathomed by FR5 either.  Ignore FR3 and go to step 2. 

Pick the next project in I2, h = 4.  Update V2 = {3,4} and I2 = {5}.  Project 4 

completes in period 3 and achieves +2 profit.  Branch into node 3.  Record the profits (+2, 

+7) and job finish time [3].  Deduct resource consumption and record [Rkt]3 = 

[1,0,0,6,6,6].  Record finish set F3 = {1,2,4}.  Let E3 = E2 \ {4} = {5}.  FR2 black list 

does not fathom project 5.  Let V3 = {empty} and I3 = {5}.  The current node has higher 

profit than the previous best node.  Update node 3 as the new best node and +7 be the 

best profit.  Go to step 2. 
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Pick the only project in I3, h = 5.  Update V3 = {5} and I3 = {empty}.  Project 5 

results in zero profit.  Invoke FR1 and FR2.  Remove project h = 5 from E3 and update E3 

in the tree.  Append {5, [1,0,0,6,6,6], 3} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 3. 

The immediate eligible set of current node, I3, is now empty.  Thus, go to step 4 

(Backtrack).  Current node, node 3, is not node 0.  Restore the resources to that of the 

parent node, [Rkt] = [Rkt]parent node and backtrack to the parent node, node 2.  Go to step 2. 

Pick the only project from I2, h = 5. Update V2 = {3,4,5} and I2 = {empty}.  

Project 5 completes in period 4 and achieves +2 profit.  Branch into node 4.  Record 

profit (+2, +7).  Deduct resource consumption and record [Rkt]4 = [1,1,1,3,6,6].  Record 

finish set F4 = F2 + {5} = {1,2,5} and E4 = E2 \ {5} = {4}.  FR2 black list does not 

fathom project 4.  Hence, let V4 = {empty} and I4 = {4}.  Record initial state of E4, i.e. E4
i 

= {4}.  Add node 4 into the enumeration tree and let node 4 be the current node.  Node 4 

is no better than the current best node, node 3.  Go to step 3. 

The immediate eligible set of current node, I4 = {4}, is not empty.  Current node 

passes both FR4 and FR5 check without being fathomed.  Ignore FR3 and go to step 2. 

Pick the only project from I4, h = 4.  Update V4 = {4} and I4 = {empty}.  Project 4 

results in -1 profit.  Invoke FR1 and FR2.  Let E4 = E4 \ {4} = {empty} and update E4 in 

the enumeration tree.  Append {4, [1,1,1,3,6,6], 4} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 3. 

The immediate eligible set of current node, I4, is empty.  Thus, go to step 4.  The 

current node, node 4, is not node 0.  Restore the resource availability [Rkt] = [Rkt]parent node 

= [Rkt]2 = [1,4,4,6,6,6] and back track to node 2.  Go to step 2. 
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The immediate eligible set of current node, I2, is empty.  Go to step 4.  The 

current node is not node 0.  Restore the resources to that of node 1, [Rkt] = [3,6,6,6,6,6], 

and let node 1 be the current node.  Go to step 2. 

Pick the first project in I1 = {3,4,5}, h = 3.  Update V1 = {2,3} and I1 = {4,5}.  

Project 3 completes in period 2 and achieves a profit of +2.  Branch into node 5.  Record 

profits (+2, +4) and job finish time [2].  Update resources and record [Rkt]5 = [1,4,6,6,6,6].  

Record finish set F5 = {1,3} and eligible set E5 = {2,4,5}.  FR2 black list does not fathom 

any project in E5.  Thus, let V5 = {empty} and I5 = {2,4,5}.  Record initial state of E5, E5
i 

= {2,4,5}.  Add node 5 into the enumeration tree and let node 5 be the current node.  

Node 5 is no better than the current best node, node 3.  Go to step 3. 

The immediate eligible set, I5 = {2,4,5}, is not empty.  Node 5 is not fathomed by 

either FR4 or FR5.  Ignore FR3 and go to step 2.  Pick the first project in I5, h = 2.  

Update V5 = {2} and I5 = {4,5}.  Project 2 completes in period 4 and achieves a profit 

for +1.  Branch into node 6.  Record profits (+1, +5) and job finish time [4].  Update 

resources and record [Rkt]6 = [1,2,4,4,6,6].  Record finish set F6 = {1,3,2} and eligible set 

E6 = {4,5}.  FR2 black list does not fathom any project in E6.  Thus, let V6 = {empty} 

and I6 = {4,5}.  Record E6
i = {4,5}.  Add node 6 to the enumeration tree and let node 6 be 

the current node.  Node 6 is not better than the current best node, node 3.  Go to step 3. 

The immediate eligible set, I6 = {4,5}, is not empty.  Go to FR4 check.  Yes, node 

6 is fathomed by node 2 via FR4 (Asymmetry Fathoming Rule).  Go to step 4.  Current 

node, node 6, is not the root, node 0.  Restore the resources to that of node 5, [Rkt] = 

[1,4,6,6,6,6].  Let node 5 be the current node and go to step 2. 
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Pick the next project in I5 = {4,5}, h = 4.  Update V5 = {2,4} and I5 = {5}.  Project 

4 completes in period 3 and achieves +2 profit.  Branch into node 7.  Record profits (+2, 

+6) and job finish time [3].  Update resources and record [Rkt]7 = [1,0,2,6,6,6].  Record 

finish set F7 = F5 + {4} = {1,3,4} and eligible set E7 = E5 \ {4} = {2,5}.  FR2 black list 

does not fathom either project 2 or 5.  Thus, let V7 = {empty} and E7 = {2,5}.  Record E7
i 

= {2,5} and add node 7 to the enumeration tree.  Let node 7 be the current node.  Node 7 

is not better than the current best node, node 3.  Go to step 3. 

I7 = {2,5} is not empty.  Node 7 is not fathomed by FR4 or FR5 either.  Ignore 

FR3 and go to step 2.  Pick the first project from I7, h = 2.  Update V7 = {2} and I7 = {5}.  

Project 2 achieves zero profit.  Invoke FR1 and FR2.  Let E7 = {5} and update E7 in the 

tree.  Add {2, [1,0,2,6,6,6], 7} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 3. 

I7 = {5} is not empty.  Node 7 is not fathomed by FR4 or FR5 either.  Ignore FR3 

and go to step 2.  Pick the only project from I7, h = 5.  Update V7 = {2,5} and I7 = 

{empty}.  Project 5 also achieves zero profit.  Invoke FR1 and FR2.  Let E7 = {empty} 

and update E7 in the tree.  Add {5, [1,0,2,6,6,6], 7} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 3. 

I7 is now empty.  Go to step 4.  Current node, node 7, is not the root.  Restore 

resources [Rkt] = [Rkt]5 = [1,4,6,6,6,6] and let node 5 be the current node.  Go to step 2. 
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Figure 6-12: Enumeration Tree, Part 1 (Node 0 to node 7) 
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Figure 6-13: Project 3 is Fathomed 

 
 

Enumeration Tree Part 2 (Node 8 to node xx, Figure 6-14): 

Pick the only project from I5 = {5}, h = 5.  Update V5 = {2,4,5} and I5 = {empty}.  

Project 5 completes in period 4 with +2 profit.  Branch into node 8.  Record profit (+2, +6) 

and job finish time [4].  Update resources and record [Rkt]8 = [1,1,3,3,6,6].  Record finish 

set F8 = F5 + {5} = {1,3,5} and let E8 = E5 \ {5} = {2,4}.  FR2 black list does not fathom 

any project.  Thus, let V8 = {empty} and I8 = {2,4}.  Record E8
i = {2,4} and add node 8 

into the tree.  Let node 8 be the current node.  Node 8 is not better than the best node, 

node 3.  Go to step 3. 

I8 = {2,4} is not empty.  Node 8 is not fathomed by FR4 or FR5 either.  Ignore 

FR3 and go to step 2.  Pick the first project in I8, h = 2.  Update V8 = {2} and I8 = {4}.  

Project 2 results in zero profit.  Invoke FR1 and FR2.  Let E8 = E8 \ {h} = {4} and update 

E8 in the enumeration tree.  Append {2, [1,1,3,3,6,6], 8} into FR2 black list.  Go to step 3. 
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I8 = {4} is not empty.  Node 8 is not fathomed by FR4 or FR5 either.  Ignore FR3 

and go to step 2.  Similarly, project 4 is fathomed by FR1 and FR2.  Update V8 = {2,4}, I8 

= {empty} and E8 = {empty}.  Append {4, [1,1,3,3,6,6], 8} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 

3. 

I8 is now empty.  Go to step 4, restore resources to [Rkt]5 = [1,4,6,6,6,6], let node 5 

be current node and go to step 2.  I5 is now empty.  Backtrack to node 1.  Select h = 4 

from I1 = {4,5}.  Update V1 = {2,3,4} and I1 = {5}.  Branch into node 9 with +2 

additional profit (see Figure 6-14).  Select h = 2 from I9 = {2,3,5}.  Branch into node 10 

with additional +3 profit.  While branching into node 10, project 3 and 5 are fathomed by 

the black list item {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], 2} at node 2 and {5, [1,0,0,6,6,6], 3} at node 3, 

respectively.  With an empty I10, we backtrack to node 9. 

At node 9, the next project in I9 = {3,5}, project 3, results in +2 profit.  We branch 

into node 11, with I11 = {2,5}.  However, project 2 and 5 are fathomed by FR2 black list 

item {2, [1,0,2,6,6,6] ,7} and {5, [1,0,2,6,6,6], 7}, both being created at node 7.  

Backtrack to node 9.  Pick the next project, h = 5.  It turns out project 5 is not profitable.  

Update E, V and I.  Fix an item for FR2 black list.  I9 now becomes empty.  Backtrack to 

node 1.   

Pick the last project in I1 = {5}, h = 5.  Branch into node 12 with project 5.  The 

eligible set E12 = {2, 4} since project 3 is fathomed by {project 3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2}.  

Branch into node 13 with project 2.  The only project in I13 = {4}, h = 4, results in zero 

profit.  Hence, backtrack to node 12.  Project 4, selected from I12 = {4}, results in zero 
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profit.  Backtrack to node 1 since I12 is now empty.  Backtrack further to node 0 since I1 

is also empty now. 

 
Figure 6-14: Enumeration Tree Part 2 (Node 8 to node 13) 

 
 

Enumeration Tree Part 3 (Node 14 to node 20,Figure 6-15): 

Pick the next project in I0 = {2,3,4,5}, h = 2.  Update V0 = {1,2} and I0 = {3,4,5}.  

Branch into node 14 with +3 profit.  From node 14, I14 = {1,3,4,5}, branch into node 15 

with project 1.  Project 3 is fathomed by {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2}.  With FR4 check, 

node 15 is fathomed by node 2.  Hence, backtrack to node 14.  Branch into node 16 with 
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the next project in I14 = {3,4,5}, project 3.  With I16 = {1,4,5}, branch into node 17 with 

project 1.  Project 5 is fathomed by FR2 black list item created at node 9.  The only left 

project in I17, project 4, is non-profitable at node 17 either.  Backtrack to node 16.  

Branch into node 18 with the next project in I16 = {4,5}, project 4.  E18 = {1,5} initially.  

However, project 5 is fathomed again by the black list and project 1 is non-profitable.  

Backtrack to node 16.   

Branch into node 19 with the last project in I16 = {5}, h = 5.  Project 4 is fathomed 

by {4, [2,2,1,6,6,6], node 17}.  Branch into node 20 with the only project in I19 = {1}.  

Node 20 achieves cumulative profit of +7, not better than the current best node, node 3 

with +7.  Backtrack to node 19, node 16 and then node 14. 
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Figure 6-15: Enumeration Tree Part 3 (Node 14 to node 20) 

 
 

Enumeration Tree Part 4 (Node 21 to node 26, Figure 6-16): 

Branch into node 21 with the next project in I14 = {4,5}, project 4.  Project 3 is 

fathomed by {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2} and thus I21 = E21 = {1,5}.  Brach into node 22 

with project 1.  Project 5 at node 22 is fathomed by {5, [1,0,2,6,6,6], node 7}.  Backtrack 

to node 21.  Branch into node 23 with project 5.  I23 = {1}.  Branch into node 24 with 

project 1 and achieve a cumulative profit of +8.  This is the new best node and the 
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optimal node, as a matter of fact.  A Gantt chart for this optimal schedule is plotted in 

Figure 6-16. 

I24 is empty, hence backtrack to node 23.  Backtrack further to node 21 and then 

node 14.  I14 = {5}.  Branch into node 25 with project 5.  Initially, E25 = E14 \ {5} = 

{1,3,4}.  FR2 black list fathoms project 3 and 4, due to node 2 and 17, respectively.  The 

immediate eligible set and eligible set are thus reduced to I25 = E25 = {1}.  Branch into 

node 26 with project 1.  Cumulative profit of node 26 is +7.  I26 is empty.  Backtrack to 

node 25, node 14 and then node 0. 

 
Figure 6-16: Enumeration Tree Part 4 (Node 21 to node 26) 

 
 
Enumeration Tree Part 5 (Node 27 to node 34, Figure 6-17): 
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 Now that I0 = {3,4,5}, branch into node 27 with project 3.  I27 = E27 = {1,2,4,5}.  

Branch into node 28 with project 1.  It turns out that node 28 is fathomed by node 5 (cf5 = 

+4, E5
i = {2,4,5}, [Rkt]5 = [1,4,6,6,6,6]) via FR4.  Node 28 can also be fathomed by FR5, 

if FR5 has been checked before FR4.  Backtrack to node 27.  Branch into node 29 with 

project 2.  It turns out the node 29 is fathomed by node 16 (cf16 = +5, E16
i = {1,4,5}, 

[Rkt]16 = [2,2,4,6,6,6]) via FR4.  It can also be fathomed by FR5.   

Backtrack to node 27 with I27 = {4,5}.  Branch into node 30 with project 4.  I30 = 

E30 = {1,2,5}.  Branch into node 31 with project 1.  After project 2 is fathomed via FR1 

and FR2, node 31 (cf31 = +6, E31
i = {5}, [Rkt]31 = [0,0,3,6,6,6], F31 = {3,4,1}) is found to 

be fathomed by node 21 (cf21 = +6, E21
i = {1,5}, [Rkt]21 = [0,0,4,6,6,6], F21 = {2,4}) via 

FR4.  This time, node 31 cannot be fathomed through FR5, since the finish sets are not 

the same.  Backtrack to node 30.  The next project in I20 = {2,5}, project 2, is not 

profitable.  Branch into node 32 with project 5.  Same as node 31, node 32 happens to be 

fathomed by node 21 via FR4 but not via FR5.  Backtrack to node 30, then node 27.   

From node 27, branch into node 33 with the last project in I27 = {5}, h = 5.  I33 = 

E33 = {1,2,4}.  Branch into node 34 with project 1.  E34 = {2,4}, yet project 4 is 

fathomed by FR2 black list item {4, [2,2,1,6,6,6], node 17}.  Project 2 is evaluated yet 

not profitable.  Backtrack to node 33.  The next project in I33 = {2,4}, h = 2, is evaluated 

yet yields zero profit.  By FR1 and FR2, E33 = E33 \ {2} = {1,4}, which makes node 33 to 

be fathomed by node 16 (cf16 = +5, E16
i = {1,4,5}, [Rkt]16 = [2,2,4,6,6,6], F16 = {2,3}) via 

FR4.  FR5 does not apply in this case.  Backtrack to node 27, then node 0. 
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Figure 6-17: Enumeration Tree Part 5 (Node 27 to node 34) 

 

Enumeration Tree Part 6 (Node 35 to node 42, Figure 6-18): 

 Now that I0 = {4,5}, branch from node 0 to node 35 with project 4.  I35 = E35 = 

{1,2,3,5}.  Branch into node 36 with project 1.  I36 = E36 = {2,3,5}.  Branch further into 

node 37 with project 2.  It turns out that both project 3 and 5 are fathomed by black list 

item {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2} and {5, [1,0,2,6,6,6], node 7}, respectively.  I37 and E37 

become empty.  Backtrack to node 36.  Branch into node 38 with project 3.  E38 = {2,5} 

initially.  However, project 2 is fathomed by {2, [0,0,3,6,6,6], node 31}.  The resultant 
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node 38 (cf38 = +6, E38
i = {5}, [Rkt]38 = [0,0,3,6,6,6], F38 = {4,1,3}), is fathomed by node 

21 (cf21 = +6, E21
i = {1,5}, [Rkt]21 = [0,0,4,6,6,6], F21 = {2,4}) via FR4.  FR5 is not 

applicable here.  Backtrack to node 36. 

From node 36 with I36 = {5}, branch into node 39 with project 5.  I39 = E39 = 

{2,3}.  Project 2 is not profitable at node 39.  Reduce E39 to {3}.  Branch into node 40 

with project 3.  The immediate eligible set of node 40, I40, is empty.  Backtrack to node 

39, node 36 and then node 35.  With I35 = {2,3,5}, branch into node 41 with project 2.  

Project 3 of I41 if fathomed by {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2}.  The resulting node 41 (cf41 = +6, 

E41
i = {1,5}, [Rkt]41 = [0,0,4,6,6,6], F21 = {4,2}) is fathomed by node 21 (cf21 = +6, E21

i = 

{1,5}, [Rkt]21 = [0,0,4,6,6,6], F21 = {2,4}) via FR4.  FR5 also apply here.   

Backtrack to node 35.  I35 = {3,5}.  Branch into node 42 with project 3.  Project 2 

in I42 = {1,2,5} is fathomed by {2, [0,0,6,6,6,6], node 30}.  Thus, reduce I42 and E42 to 

{1,5}.  The resulting node 42 (cf42 = +5, E42
i = {1,5}, [Rkt]42 = [0,0,6,6,6,6], F42 = {4,3}) 

is fathomed by node 30 (cf30 = +5, E30
i = {1,2,5}, [Rkt]30 = [0,0,6,6,6,6], F30 = {3,4}) via 

FR4.  FR5 also applies here.  Backtrack to node 35.  I35 = {5}. 
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Figure 6-18: Enumeration Tree Part 6 (Node 35 to node 42) 

 

Enumeration Tree Part 7 (Node 43 to node 50, Figure 6-19): 

 Since I35 = {5}, branch into node 43 with project 5.  I43 = E43 = {1,2,3}.  Branch 

into node 44 with project 1.  Project 2 in node 44 is fathomed by {2, [2,2,0,3,3,6], node 

39}.  The resulting node 44 (cf44 = +5, E44
i = {3}, [Rkt]44 = [2,2,0,3,3,6], F44 = {4,5,1}) is 

fathomed by node 39 (cf39 = +5, E39
i = {2,3}, [Rkt]39 = [2,2,0,3,3,6], F39 = {4,1,5}) via 

FR4.  FR5 also applies here. 

Backtrack to node 43.  I43 = {2,5}.  Branch into node 45 with project 2.  Potential 

eligible project 3 in node 45 is fathomed by {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2}.  The resulting 

node 45 (cf45 = +7, E45
i = {1}, [Rkt]45 = [0,0,1,3,3,6], F45 = {4,5,2}) is fathomed by node 
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23 (cf23 = +7, E23
i = {1}, [Rkt]23 = [0,0,1,3,3,6], F23 = {2,4,5}) via FR4.  FR5 also applies 

here.  Backtrack to node 43.  I43 = {3}. 

Branch into node 46 with project 3 from I43.  After project 2 is fathomed by {2, 

[1,1,3,3,6,6], node 8}, node 46 is fathomed by a previously search node, node 21, via 

FR4 but not FR5.  Backtrack to node 43, node 35 and then node 0.  I0 = {5}. 

Branch into node 47 with project 5.  I47 = E47 = {1,2,3,4}.  Branch into node 48 

with project 1.  Project 3 and 4 in E48 = {2,3,4} are fathomed by black list items {3, 

[1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2} and {4, [0,3,3,6,6,6], node 12}, respectively.  The resulting node 48 

(cf48 = +5, E48
i = {2}, [Rkt]48 = [0,3,3,6,6,6], F48 = {5,1}) is fathomed by node 12 (cf12 = 

+5, E12
i = {2,4}, [Rkt]12 = [0,3,3,6,6,6], F12 = {1,5}) via FR4 and FR5.   

Backtrack to node 47, where I47 = {2,3,4}.  Branch into node 49 with project 2.  

Project 3 and 4 in E49 = {1,3,4} are fathomed by {3, [1,4,4,6,6,6], node 2} and {4, 

[2,2,1,6,6,6], node 17}.  The resultant node 49 (cf49 = +6, E49
i = {1}, [Rkt]49 = 

[1,1,1,6,6,6], F49 = {5,2}) is fathomed by node 25 (cf25 = +6, E25
i = {1}, [Rkt]25 = 

[1,1,1,6,6,6], F25 = {2,5}) via either FR4 or FR5.  Backtrack to node 47, where I47 is now 

{3,4}.   

Branch into node 50 with project 3.  Project 2 in E50 is fathomed by {2, 

[1,1,3,6,6,6], node 33}.  The resulting node 50 (cf50 = +5, E50 = {1,4}, [Rkt]50 = 

[1,1,3,6,6,6], F50 = {5,3}) is fathomed by node 16 (cf16 = +5, E16
i = {1,4,5}, [Rkt]16 = 

[2,2,4,6,6,6], F16 = {2,3}) via FR4 or by node 33 (cf33 = +5, E33
i = {1,2,4}, [Rkt]33 = 

[1,1,3,6,6,6], F33 = {3,5}) via FR5.   
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Backtrack to node 47, where I47 = {4}.  Pick the last project h = 4 in I47.  Update 

V47 = V47 + {4} = {1,2,3,4} and I47 = {empty}.  Project 4 results in zero profit.  Invoke 

FR1 and FR2.  Remove project 4 from E47, E47 = {1,2,3,4} \ {4} = {1,2,3}, and update 

E47 in the enumeration tree.  Append {4, [], node 47} to FR2 black list.  Go to step 3.   

I47 is now empty.  Thus, go to step 4.  Current node, node 47, is not node 0.  

Restore resources to that of node 0, [Rkt] = [6,6,6,6,6,6].  Let the parent node, node 0, be 

the current node and go to step 2.  The immediate eligible set of node 0, I0, is now empty.  

Go to step 4.  Current node is now node 0.  STOP and output the best node as the optimal 

node.  Trace from the optimal node, node 24, back to node 0.  Process the scheduled 

project and finish times for the jobs.   

(END of Enumeration) 
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Figure 6-19: Enumeration Tree Part 7 (Node 43 to node 50) 

 
 

Overall, the number of nodes is equal to 50 (excluding node zero) and the number 

of single project evaluations is 68.  Comparing to the full exploration of (5 + 5·4 + 5·4·3 

+ 5·4·3·2 + 5·4·3·2·1) = 325 nodes and 325 single project scheduling, a significant saving 

is evident.  During computational experiments, even simple instances, such as the first 

instance in Table 6-3, takes more than 6 minutes, exceeds the memory allowed (600MB) 

and the program aborts if we choose to run a complete enumeration.  Combining the 
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enumeration with our fathoming rules, however, we are able to compute the optimal 

priority sequence in a few seconds using much less memory.   

 

6.15 Computational Experiments 

We conduct computational experiment to examine the power of the enumeration 

algorithm.  We compare the profit achieved by the enumeration scheme to that of the best 

priority rule and the benchmarking random rule.  We do the comparison using the same 

data set as in Section 5.3.1, i.e. Table 5-4.  Results are reported below.   

 

6.15.1 Pat Set 

As usual, we will first investigate the Pat set of instances.  We would first 

examine the profit data, and then explore the CPU time data. 

6.15.1.1 Profit 

The profits achieved by the implicit enumeration algorithm, by the “maximum 

profit” priority rule and by the random priority rule are listed in Table 6-1.  The average 

profits per cell and percentage improvement by cell are presented in Table 6-2 and Figure 

6-20.  The enumeration algorithm achieves 46.8% profit improvement comparing to the 

random priority rule.  The “maximum profit” rule performs very close to the enumeration 

algorithm, with an average improvement of 38.7%.   

Table 6-1: Profit Data of Pat Set 
Pat Set Instance  Enum. Rule 1 Rule 7 
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Number 

Cell 1 1 2002 1961 1090 

  2 3635 2958 2511 

  3 1736 1736 977 

  4 2467 1728 1363 

  5 3681 3681 2555 

  6 2295 2295 1453 

  7 2141 2141 1579 

Cell 2 1 2218 2145 1505 

  2 3635 3500 1443 

  3 1922 1652 1333 

  4 2467 2411 1363 

  5 3681 3681 2609 

  6 2295 2295 1507 

  7 2454 2454 1602 

Cell 3 1 5271 4677 3497 

  2 7504 7504 5602 

  3 5074 4644 4001 

  4 6012 5841 4683 

  5 7378 6850 5489 

  6 5632 5632 4282 

  7 6050 5769 4379 

Cell 4 1 5454 5020 3497 

  2 7924 7881 5776 

  3 5259 4662 4429 

  4 6464 5978 4683 

  5 7799 7085 5489 

  6 5787 5632 4643 

  7 6267 5769 5386 

 

Table 6-2: Average Profit per Cell (Pat Set) 
Average Profit Enum. Rule 1 Rule 7 

Cell 1 2565.3 2357.1 1646.9 

Cell 2 2667.4 2591.1 1623.1 

Cell 3 6131.6 5845.3 4561.9 

Cell 4 6422.0 6003.9 4843.3 

    

Percentage Improvement Enum. Rule 1 Rule 7 

Cell 1 55.8% 43.1% 0.0% 

Cell 2 64.3% 59.6% 0.0% 

Cell 3 34.4% 28.1% 0.0% 

Cell 4 32.6% 24.0% 0.0% 

       

Average 46.8% 38.7% 0.0% 
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Figure 6-20: Profit Percentage for Pat Set 
 

Analysis of Variance (Figure 6-21) based on the profit data in Table 6-1 shows 

that the performance differences among the three algorithms compared above are 

statistically significant with a P-value less than 0.001.  This supports our claim that the 

enumeration does improve upon the proirity rules. 

 

 
General Linear Model: Profit versus Blocks, DATA CELL, ALGORITHM  
 
Factor               Type   Levels  Values 

Blocks/Instances     fixed       7  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

DATA CELL            fixed       4  1, 2, 3, 4 

ALGORITHM            fixed       3  1, 2, 3 

 

 

Analysis of Variance for Profit, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source               DF     Seq SS     Adj SS    Adj MS       F      P 

Blocks/Instances      6   42863912   42863912   7143985   62.26  0.000 

DATA CELL             3  242470613  242470613  80823538  704.41  0.000 
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ALGORITHM             2   25722001   25722001  12861001  112.09  0.000 

DATA CELL*ALGORITHM   6    1419276    1419276    236546    2.06  0.070 

Error                66    7572755    7572755    114739 

Total                83  320048557 

 

Figure 6-21: ANOVA for Enumeration Algorithm 
 

6.15.1.2 Computation Time 

The algorithms were implemented in C++ on a Sun Blade 100 workstation with one 

500 MHz CPU and 256MB physical memory.  The computation times by each instance 

are listed in Table 6-3, while the averages are listed in Table 6-4. 

 

Table 6-3: CPU Time for Priority Rules and Enumeration Algorithm 
CPU 
Time 

Instance 
Number Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 Rule 6 Rule 7 Enum. 

CELL 1 1 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 1.5 

  2 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 1.31 

  3 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.85 

  4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 1.64 

  5 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.74 

  6 0.01 0.01 0.02 0 0.02 0.01 0.02 1.27 

  7 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.75 

CELL 2 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 5.32 

  2 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 2.31 

  3 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 4.36 

  4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.77 

  5 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 3.43 

  6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 3.18 

  7 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 2.77 

CELL 3 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 132.6 

  2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 38.06 

  3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 128.97 

  4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 197.18 

  5 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 238.84 

  6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 159.14 

  7 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 136.51 

CELL 4 1 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 232.61 

  2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 49.58 

  3 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 215.01 
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  4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 270.12 

  5 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 278.06 

  6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 224.64 

  7 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 203.41 

 

Table 6-4: Average CPU Time 
Average 

CPU Rule 7 Rule 1 Enum. 

CELL 1 0.016 0.014 1.294 

CELL 2 0.010 0.014 3.449 

CELL 3 0.014 0.017 147.329 

CELL 4 0.014 0.017 210.490 

        

Average 0.014 0.016 90.640 

 

6.16 Solution Quality 

In this section, upper bounds for the optimal profit to our project selection and 

fixed intensity task scheduling problem are computed.  They are then compared to the 

champion “max profit” priority rule and the benchmarking random priority rule to 

examine how close we are to the optimal profit. 

Specifically, we solve the LP-relaxation to the mathematical program defined in 

Section 3.1.3.  Two sets of integer, binary to be exact, variables are present in the 

formulation: the set of project selection decision variables Yi and the project completion 

time indicator variables Cijt.  By relaxing both sets of variables to be continuous and 

solving it to optimal, we obtain an upper bound to the optimal profit.  We also solve a 

semi-relaxation of the formulation, where we only relax Cijt but keep Yi as binary 

variables.  Computation shows that this gives us slightly tighter upper bounds. 
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 Specifically, Table 6-5 lists the profit upper bounds computed by the LP-

relaxation (LP column) and those by the semi-relaxation (LP_YII column).  It then shows 

the profits computed by the enumeration scheme (Enum. column), by the champion “max 

profit” priority rule (Rule 1 column) and by the benchmarking random priority rule (Rule 

7 column).   

Table 6-5: Profit Data Compared to Upper Bounds 
Pat Set Instance Number LP LP_YII Enum. Rule 1 Rule 7 

Cell 1 1 2880 2759 2002 1961 1090 

  2 4716 4636 3635 2958 2511 

  3 2514 2119 1736 1736 977 

  4 3279 2846 2467 1728 1363 

  5 4644 4636 3681 3681 2555 

  6 3006 2642 2295 2295 1453 

  7 3416 3190 2141 2141 1579 

Cell 2 1 2925 2889 2218 2145 1505 

  2 4790 4788 3635 3500 1443 

  3 2626 2623 1922 1652 1333 

  4 3322 3313 2467 2411 1363 

  5 4679 4647 3681 3681 2609 

  6 3105 3103 2295 2295 1507 

  7 3482 3364 2454 2454 1602 

Cell 3 1 6626 6480 5271 4677 3497 

  2 9020 8770 7504 7504 5602 

  3 6439 6236 5074 4644 4001 

  4 7748 7650 6012 5841 4683 

  5 8985 8815 7378 6850 5489 

  6 7102 6921 5632 5632 4282 

  7 7579 7395 6050 5769 4379 

Cell 4 1 6696 6696 5454 5020 3497 

  2 9049 9038 7924 7881 5776 

  3 6538 6538 5259 4662 4429 

  4 7763 7763 6464 5978 4683 

  5 8997 8996 7799 7085 5489 

  6 7119 7116 5787 5632 4643 

  7 7650 7650 6267 5769 5386 

 

In Table 6-6, we compute the average gap to the semi-relaxation upper bound per 

data cell.  Such data are also plotted in Figure 6-22.  The enumeration algorithm is 
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apparently the best algorithm, which is expected.  It achieves an average gap of 20.1% 

with the optimal profit.  The greedy “maximum profit” priority rule performs very well, 

with an average gap of 24.7% to optimal.  This is very close to the enumeration algorithm.  

The benchmarking random priority rule, however, is only 45% close to optimal.   

Table 6-6: Average Gap of Solutions to Upper Bounds 
Average Gap LP LP_YII Enum. Rule 1 Rule 7 

Cell 1 8.7% 0.0% -21.0% -27.0% -50.4% 

Cell 2 0.8% 0.0% -24.8% -27.3% -53.4% 

Cell 3 2.4% 0.0% -18.0% -22.0% -39.1% 

Cell 4 0.0% 0.0% -16.7% -22.3% -37.0% 

      

Cells Average 3.0% 0.0% -20.1% -24.7% -45.0% 
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Figure 6-22: Average Gap to Upper Bound 
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6.17 A Small Game with Industrial Experts 

To see how well our algorithms perform comparing to industrial experts, we did a 

small game with several industrial experts, who are project managers in their groups.  We 

handpicked a number of projects out of the Pat set and assembled them into two instances.  

Instance 1 (Figure 6-23) consists of 5 projects, each having 2 resource types.  The 

number of tasks per project range from 7 to 22.  The resource tightness is 25% and the 

profit decreasing rate is 5%.  Instance 2 (Figure 6-24) consists of 10 projects, each having 

3 resource types.  The number of tasks per project range from 22 to 27.  The resource 

tightness is 40% and the profit decreasing rate is 10%.   

In short, instance 1 is smaller and easier to solve than instance 2.  The industrial 

experts are invited to solve instance 1, instance 2, or both.  They are given a week or two 

to come up with their solutions (some asked for extension).  Incentives to beat our 

algorithm are provided.   

 

Instance 1:   

Name: inst1_r25p_1.rcps 

Number of candidate projects: 5 

Number of resource types: 2 

Resource units available per period: [11, 11] 

Resource tightness: 25 percent peak use 

Profit decreasing rate:  5 percent per time period 

    

List of project names: Number of tasks: 

pat9.rcp 18 

pat7.rcp 9 

pat4.rcp 22 

pat2.rcp 7 

pat3.rcp 13 

Figure 6-23: Instance 1 for Industrial Experts 
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Instance 2:   

Name: inst2_r40p_1.rcps 

Number of candidate projects: 10 

Number of resource types: 3 

Resource units available per period: [50, 43, 41] 

Resource tightness: 40 percent peak use 

Profit decreasing rate: 10 percent per time period 

    

Project name: Number of tasks 

pat87.rcp 27 

pat12.rcp 23 

pat65.rcp 27 

pat27.rcp 22 

pat20.rcp 22 

pat93.rcp 27 

pat13.rcp 22 

pat40.rcp 22 

pat58.rcp 27 

pat97.rcp 27 

Figure 6-24: Instance 2 for Industrial Experts 
 

Table 6-7 shows the profit achieved by our algorithms.  For instance 1, the profit 

achieved by the priority rule (the “max profit” rule) happens to be the same as that of the 

implicit enumeration algorithm.  This is because the “max profit” sequence happens to be 

the optimal priority sequence.  For instance 2, the enumeration algorithm achieves 15.6% 

more profit than that of the priority rule. 

Table 6-7: Summary of Profit by Our Algorithms 
Summary of 

Profit 
Instance 1 Instance 2 

Enumeration 288 3926 

Priority Rule 288 3397 

Enum/Prio 
percent 

improved 
0.0% 15.6% 
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Unfortunately, we are not able to collect many samples of response.  For the two 

samples that we collected, only solutions to instance 1 are provided.  For that instance, 

the profits are reported in Table 6-8.  Our algorithm shows significant advantage in this 

case, though more extensive experiments are needed to draw any conclusion.   

Table 6-8: Comparison of Profits by Experts to by Our Algorithms 

Instance 1 Profit Percent 

Our Algorithms 288 100.0% 

Expert 1 157 54.5% 

Expert 2 90 31.3% 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 This dissertation examines a profit-maximizing project selection and scheduling 

problem.  Assume that a set of potentially profitable projects are available, yet limited 

available resources may not allow all of them to be pursued.  Profit profiles for projects 

are assumed to be non-increasing functions of project completion times, i.e. profit returns 

are sensitive to time-to-market.  Decision needs to be made on which sub-set of projects 

should be chosen and how resources should be allocated to these projects such that the 

total profit is maximized. 

 Formal mathematical models are formulated for various versions of the problem, 

including such ones incorporating a third team formation aspect.  Structure of the 

problem is examined and insights are gained regarding prioritization of projects.  

Although prioritization is sub-optimal in general, heuristic solution methods based on 

prioritization are pursued, since the scheduling sub-problem itself is NP-hard.   

 A decomposition heuristic framework is first proposed to obtain good solutions 

using minimum computational time.  Sets of test instances are generated using project 

network data from well-known sources in the literature.  Computational runs reveal that 

three priority rules achieve significantly better profits than the benchmarking random 

priority rule. 

 Improving upon the prioritization based decomposition heuristic, an implicit 

enumeration is proposed.  This algorithm can guarantee an optimal priority sequence 

when the computation is completed.  However, for reducing computational time’s sake, 
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we implement a heuristic version that relies on MINSLK scheduling of tasks within a 

project in stead of implicit enumeration.  Several fathoming rules are proposed to cut 

back computational time effectively.  Comparison to the profits achieved by the best 

priority rule and the benchmarking random priority rule shows reasonable improvement 

on profits.  With the research we have conducted in this dissertation, we made the 

following conclusions: 

1) Prioritizing projects is not optimal in general.  We have two counter examples 

which support this claim for the fixed intensity task scheduling problems: one for 

the non-preemptive and one for the preemptive case. 

2) Prioritizing projects is an effective heuristic approach to the project selection and 

scheduling problem.  It generally provides a very good solution using small 

amount of computational time.  Comparing to the LP-relaxation objective of the 

mixed-integer formation, the profits obtained by the best heuristic is within 24.7% 

of the upper bound for optimal profit, on average. 

3) The order in which projects are prioritized is very important.  The best algorithm 

based on project prioritization (i.e. the implicit enumeration scheme) can achieve 

about 50% more profit than the random priority rule.   

4) Simple priority rules perform very well.  The greedy “maximum profit first” 

priority rule achieves 38.7% better than the random priority rule on average.  This 

same priority rule actually performs very close to the optimal priority sequences, 

which are computed by the implicit enumeration algorithm.  Two other priority 
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rule, “maximum resource” and “maximum profit per unit resource”, also perform 

significantly better than the benchmark random rule.   

5) We prove in Chapter 3 that prioritization of projects is optimal for a special case, 

when projects are executed non-parallel to each other and tasks are preemptive.  

When this condition holds, there exists an optimal serial schedule. 

 

Future research areas include the following topics: 

1) It would be interesting to investigate if prioritization is optimal for the variable 

intensity version of our problem.  In addition, it would also be desirable to 

develop and test greedy heuristic algorithms executing task scheduling with 

variable intensity.   

2) We may want to attack two other versions of the project selection and task 

scheduling problem: one with variable intensity and the other with fixed intensity 

yet preemptive tasks.  It would be desirable to develop special algorithms to 

compute the optimal solution to the above two versions, or at least create good 

heuristic procedures, since these two versions may offer us greater profit 

improvement.  These two versions may also fit into real-world scenarios. 

3) Identify general conditions under which prioritization of projects would lead us to 

an optimal solution.  Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2.2) identifies a very special case 

where this statement is true.  It would be helpful to find more general conditions 

where prioritization would be optimal. 
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4) An important future research is to compute tighter upper bound (than solving the 

LP-relaxation) on the optimal profit, which would allow us to know better how 

close we are to the optimal solution.   

5) Developing better upper bounds for the implicit enumeration scheme is also of 

interest.  The current upper bounds by solving LP-relaxation of the proposed 

formulations do fathom certain portion of tree.  However, the overall computation 

time is actually slightly more than that of without these bounds.  Two approaches 

may be investigated.  One is to come up with tighter formulations.  The other is to 

abandon solving LP-relaxation, but seeks special algorithms to compute upper 

bounds. 

6) The team formation aspect has yet to be treated computationally.  It would also be 

of interest to consider how synergy deviation information may be feedback to the 

earlier stages of project selection and scheduling decision.  Trade-off between 

profit and team synergy may also be considered in the future. 

7) It may be interesting to develop general conditions for which project interlacing is 

optimal and augment algorithms for aggregating such project pairs during 

scheduling. 
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APPENDIX A:  IMPLICIT ENUMERATION FLOWCHART (CHAPTER 6) 

The flow chart is presented in two parts on the next two pages. 
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APPENDIX B:  ENUMERATION TREE EXAMPLE (CHAPTER 6) 

The enumeration tree example is presented in seven parts on the next seven pages. 
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